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Introduction

Our lives are characterised by growing complexity and accelerated 

changes. We are moving towards networked societies where 

relationships are fluid, less predictable and implicitly defined. It is 

interesting to note how the pace of technology, its rapid absorption 

and the disruption it can bring is increasing day by day. 

Enterprises are witnessing a digital revolution that is being fueled 

by a deluge of data from the Nexus of Technologies such as Social 

Media, Mobility, Big Data Analytics, Cloud, Internet of Things (IoT) and 

machine generated data along with the pre-existing traditional 

transactional IT systems. As a result colossal amounts of data with 

the added complexity of structured as well as unstructured data has 

to be dealt with. 

Most of the enterprises struggle to overcome the complexities of this 

information being generated. This has driven the need for Digital 

Transformation through BI and Big Data Analytics Solutions. 

The most significant change will not come from any one single 

technology, but from a combination and an interplay between 

multiple digital technologies like Cloud, Big Data, Analytics, Mobility, 

Geospatial, Artificial Intelligence, Augmented 3D Reality etc. The 

ability to capture and analyse the wealth of data available and quickly 

converting it into actionable insight is what sets successful 

enterprises apart.

Digital Transformation is expected to impact $30 Trillion in market 

capitalization with focus on process manufacturing and utilities 

driven by Nexus of Technologies. This blend of technologies for 

creating digital solutions for optimal utilization of available resources 

is powering the 4th Industrial Revolution. 

Oil & Gas

The key verticals impacted by Digital Transformation

Petrochemical 
& Chemicals

Power 
Generation

Utilities Transporation

Government Retail Healthcare BFSI Telecom

Key focus areas impacted by Digital Transformation

Operational Excellence Risk Management Customer Targeting 
& Engagement

Supply Chain 
Optimization

Digital Products
& Services

Digital Workforce 
Management
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Business and Technology related challenges 
faced by Industries

Changing Business Paradigm

Every business these days rely heavily on technology, and at 

some point, in time encounter fair share of obstacles involving 

business technology management. Nailing down an effective, 

streamlined process for technology management comes at the 

expense of a learning curve. Effective technology management 

includes three integral components: people, processes and the 

technology. The key is ensuring that these three  are performing 

together in harmony.

Businesses challenges vary from issues like, ‘ageing assets 

and workforce, changing economy, competitive landscape, 

slashing of budgets and regulatory pressures amongst others.’

Apart from this, there are technology challenges such as, 

‘information silos, explosion of data, digital disruption, complex 

integration and skill constraints’ that pose a serious threat to the 

business outcomes.

With the advent of IoT and digital systems, there has been a 

tremendous growth in quantum as well as pace of information 

generation, driving increased demand for Big Data solutions across 

industries. Industry specific domain expertise is also crucial to 

analyse this Big Data effectively. While analytics service providers are 

scrambling to develop software applications, analytics software 

vendors are adding services. Domain expertise has become a key 

differentiating factor. The need of the hour is increasing Convergence 

of Analytics Services and Software Solutions together with industry 

specific domain expertise.

Rolta – A leading provider of advanced Industrial 
Big Data Platform & Converged Solutions

Organizations that recognize the fundamental value inherent within 
the data and learn to extract it will be able to reap huge benefits. In 
the hyper connected digital business, the data and information are 
not only within / owned by enterprise but also across various external 
eco- system and networks. It necessitates organizations to base their 
analytics not only on their IT applications such as ERP, but also look at 
their information landscape of wider business eco-system.

Rolta brings a unique value proposition to customers to accelerate 

their analytics maturity journey through its combination of 

comprehensive coverage of entire information management and 

analytics life cycle, award winning IPs, domain expertise  and pre-built 

industry specific rapidly deployable converged analytics solutions 

and services. Rolta’s solutions exploit the nexus of technologies such 

as Big Data, IoT, Cloud, Mobility to accelerate the business outcomes 

along with transformation. The convergence of these technologies 

enables to solve business problems in the field of operational 

excellence, supply chain optimization, workforce enablement, 

customer engagement, digital services and risk management.

Rolta

Integrated NextGen 
IoT & Big Data 
Analytics Platform

Domain-Rich 
Converged 
Solution 

Comprehensive Lifecycle Coverage

Big Data 
Analytics Centre 

of Excellence

Proven Solution 
Deployed Globally
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Accelerating Digital Transformation and enabling 
Business Outcomes through an integrated Real- 
Time Analytics platform and Converged solution

Proven Next Generation Integrated Industrial 
Analytics platform with High ROI

Rolta through its Big Data Information Management and Analytics 

Suite addresses the various business and technology challenges, 

catering to each step of Big Data Transformation lifecycle by 

comprehensively addressing the Enable – Integrate – Model – 

Analyze – Deliver phases.

Rolta’s end-to-end vertical focused transformation solutions help in 

creating a digital information model using asset information through 

IP based platform. It caters to multiple business outcomes such as 

platform consolidation, migration amongst technology solutions, 

integration of disparate systems etc. thereby paving way for an 

industry rich converged solution.

oRolta provides a 360  view of enterprise covering all critical functions through the life cycle resulting in actionable business insights.

Uniquely Positioned, Differentiated, Scalable, 
Innovative Platform and Converged Solution

Rolta offers “Converged Solutions” with unique big data technology 

platform and domain specific pre-built analytics solutions across the 

roles of industry, thereby consumerizing the power of analytics to 

everyone.

These domain focused advanced analytics solutions, bring out-of-
the-box business differentiators in addition to the technology 
differentiators. This has enabled Rolta to establish a successful track 
record of enterprise wide deployments completed in 12 to 16 weeks 
in comparison to competitive bespoke solutions that take years of 
development which often fail or only result in partial success.

Rolta solution seamlessly integrates at all levels (traditional IT, 
Enterprise Social, IIoT, geospatial as well as engineering data) 
yielding 100x benefits of big data. It provides real-time diagnostic, 
spatial, predictive and prescriptive analytics with integrated data 
science workbench on a comprehensive, self-contained platform 
leveraging cutting edge technologies and leading open source 
platforms. These solutions are technology agonistic with leading 
COTS platforms which protects existing investments, that offers high 
return on investment through repeatable successful deployment and 
competitive business outcomes.
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Next Generation Analytics platform driven 
‘Analytics as a Service’

Rolta leverages its award winning Rolta OneView™ next generation 

IIoT and Industrial Big Data Analytics platform for providing its 

solutions and services. Some of the key differentiated capabilities it 

brings are -

Integrated converged solutions

Take Advantage of the Disruptive Convergence of Analytic 
Services and Software, Gartner, March 2017

“These converged offerings typically have a strong "domain" focus — 
targeting a specific business problem or process or a vertical market 
segment... ‘Rolta OneView™’, an analytics platform that can be 
tuned for specific verticals such as oil and gas, petrochemicals and 
power.”

Rolta brings its key differentiators and unique innovative analytics 

capabilities to accelerate pervasive analytics maturity journey and 

thereby drive key business outcomes, seamless integration of 

traditional, human and IoT systems to generate tangible business 

outcomes.

100x Value of Data

Rolta pioneers in bringing 100 x values of the data. If 1X value of data 

through analytics comes from transactional systems such as ERP, 

10x value comes by contextually integrating them with other IT 

applications and unstructured big data and enterprise social 

network, 100x value comes by contextually fusing the last mile – IoT, 

operational and locational data.

Accelerating Pervasive Analytics Maturity Journey

Enterprises undergo different stages of maturity during their 

pervasive analytics journey. Through its Rolta OneView™ integrated 

Analytics platform driven solutions and services, Rolta accelerates 

the advanced analytics journey to drive business outcomes.

Comprehensive life cycle coverage 

Rolta comprehensively addresses the complete lifecycle needs for 
accelerating customers’ analytics journey to realize the business 
outcomes along with required digital transformation. Rolta brings 
strong expertise through its integrated Big Data Analytics platform 
and converged solutions to holistically address the entire analytics 
life cycle across Big Data discovery, information management, 
Integration and IIoT fusion, Big Data security, Big Data analytics and 
continuous optimization.

Rolta Solutions facilitate end-to-end IoT 
integration and accelerate Enterprise BI Maturity

Tangible Benefits Generated from Integration at 
1X, 10X and 100X…

?Enterprise wide cross-functional analytics. Real-time, 

diagnostic, spatial, predictive & prescriptive analytics. 

Integrated data science & machine learning platform

?Built-in advanced spatial analytics, text analytics, link analysis, 

mobile analytics and unified search 

?Next-gen advanced visualizations including mobile friendly user 

interface with globalization and localization support worldwide

?Cloud ready and technology agnostic – supports best of breed 

technologies from Oracle, SAP, Microsoft as well as open 

source, engineered for next-gen in-memory, columnar and map-

reduce data platforms

?Real-time ERP / IoT / geospatial / engineering big data fusion. 

Universal connector platform with 200+ pre-built real-time and 

ETL-based connectors across business, operations, geospatial, 

engineering & other IoT systems 

?Built-in comprehensive IoT fusion (patented) platform with 

unique capabilities of OT security, asset junction, real-time 

big data integration, streaming data, data quality and 

governance,  etc.

?Built–in enterprise data lake knowledge hub, collaboration and 

work process automation platform for business process 

integration and closed loop BI 
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Domain rich Converged Solution :

Rolta brings domain rich converged analytics solution for 10 verticals 

including manufacturing, transportation utilities etc.  It covers all the 

critical business functions of an enterprise - Operations, Supply Chain 

Management, Assets, Maintenance and Reliability, Safety, Financial, 

Projects, Sustainability and Customer Insights.

Proven Track Record -  

Rolta’s Big Data Analytics Solutions and capabilities are helping 

100+ global majors across the verticals such as Oil & Gas, 

Petrochemicals, Chemicals, Utilities,  Transportation, Manufacturing, 

Retail, Healthcare, Government in accelerating their major digital 

business drivers such as Operational Excellence, Composite Risk 

Management, Supply Chain optimization, Digital customer & 

workforce experience etc.

Enterprises undergo different stages of maturity during their BI and 

analytics journey that range from unaware to pervasive intelligence.  

Each stage in the evolution of BI / Big Data maturity is facilitated by 

Rolta's IP, domain know-how and technology expertise to move from 

reactive to advanced analytics.

Rolta’s solution approach is based on consumerising the power of 

analytics for every role thereby empowering business to take right 

decisions at right time and exploit the power of contextual data.

Analytics Maturity Cycle

Each stage in the evolution of BI / Big Data maturity is facilitated by 

Rolta's IP, domain know-how and technology expertise to move from 

reactive to advanced analytics.

Rolta’s Analytics solution methodology comprehensively addresses 

the complete lifecycle needs for accelerating customers’ analytics 

journey to realize the business outcomes along with required digital 

transformation. Rolta brings strong expertise through its integrated 

Big Data Analytics Platform and converged solutions to holistically 

address the entire analytics life cycle across Big Data discovery, 

information management, integration and IIoT fusion, Big Data 

security, Big Data analytics and continuous optimization.

Role Based Actionable Insights
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Integrate : Industrial IoT Fusion platform: with its patented 

technologies on dynamic queries and methods, its innovative 

Rolta iPerspective™ and IoT Fusion™ platform uniquely addresses 

contextual integration of 3Vs (volume, velocity, and variety) of data by 

comprehensively addressing the entire architectural landscape of 

Integration-Security-Governance-Convergence .

Model : Industry Knowledge Model (IKM): With the deep domain 

expertise, Rolta OneView™ brings in the innovation of a business 

process driven knowledge model with 1,100+ processes that 

represent the 360-degree cross functional view of an enterprise to 

deliver pre-built integrated actionable insights. This knowledge 

model was built based on the industry standards. 

Analyze : Rolta OneView™ brings powerful real-time diagnostics 

analytics. It provides a strong user friendly data science work bench 

for business users and helps to consumerise the power of data 

science for doing  predictive and prescriptive analytics. 

Deliver : In the digital business, empowering every role with data 

driven integrated actionable insights is key. Rolta OneView™ 

brings in many differentiators on information delivery including role 

based actionable insights, built-in collaborative tools, advanced 

visualizations for multi-channel delivery and embedded enterprise 

knowledge hub which provides ‘Insights as a Service.’

Enabled via a structured approach which 
progresses through various stages of BI and Big 
Data Analytics Journey

Rolta Big Data Analytics Suite

Today data is the business. Many BI and analytics programs fail or 

do not yield the desired benefits due to lack of data readiness and 

well-defined information landscape. Therefore, having the right data 

& information landscape as well as establishing information model is 

paramount for any BI and analytics program. Data from systems 

including engineering, operational and geospatial while bringing 

immense value, had significant complexities including lack of data 

quality, integrity, governance & conformance along with the 

complexity of loosely defined meta data structure and hierarchy.

Rolta’s Analytics solution methodology comprehensively addresses 

the complete lifecycle needs for accelerating customers’ analytics 

journey to realize the business outcomes along with required digital 

transformation. Rolta brings strong expertise through its integrated 

Big Data Analytics Platform and converged solutions to holistically 

address the entire analytics life cycle across Big Data Discovery, 

information management, Integration and IIoT Fusion, Big Data 

Security Big Data Analytics and Continuous optimization.

Rolta’s Analytics Solution methodology comprehensively addresses 

all the aspects: -

Enable – Integrate – Model – Analyze – Deliver

Enable : Having the right data and information landscape as well as 

establishing information model is paramount for any BI and analytics 

program. Data from systems including engineering, operational and 

geospatial while bring immense value, had significant complexities 

including lack of data quality, integrity, governance & conformance 

along with the complexity of loosely defined meta data structure and 

hierarchy. Rolta addresses this critical enablement phase through its   

rich set of IPs that formed the big data information management suite 

namely Rolta Big Data Advizer™, Rolta Big Data AIM™ and Rolta 

SmartMigrate™.
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Rolta Advizer™

It is an innovative tool based solution for structured and scalable data 

discovery, information landscape definition and information model 

establishment using a combination of automated and interactive 

approaches, that features a knowledge based planning solution with 

600+ weighted characteristics, and vast knowledge base and 

experience which are regularly refined to match-up with the latest 

industry scenarios.

It enables data discovery to gain a critical understanding of the 

existing data landscape (variety, volume, velocity and validity/ 

relevance of data), by defining information landscape from within the 

enterprise and its surround ecosystem and contextually relate to the 

business model of the organization in terms of value and relevance 

for transforming into actionable insights.

Establish information model

?Roles – information producer, consumer, enabler, processes - 

information governance, analytical, collaborative decision and 

platform capabilities

?Introspect source system data (business and operations), 

determine quality, source-target mapping and connector 

customization

?Identifies critical gaps and provide optimized solution offering

It delivers detailed blueprint including prioritized strategic initiatives, 

SWOT analysis, effort/benefit quadrants, roadmap and detailed KPIs 

& balanced scorecards.

Sample Report Output
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Rolta BigData AIM Suite

Rolta leverages its decades of engineering domain and expertise to 

structure, organize and build the Information model which in turn can 

be fully exploited for subsequent analytics. 

Rolta Big Data AIM Suite™ provides a comprehensive solution for 

establishing the information model and enable the data readiness as 

well services as a conduit for fusing the engineering data with IT and 

OT data. Rolta Big Data AIM Suite™ integrates various innovative IP’s 

that facilitate the analytics journey.

It is a comprehensive strategy based tool which identifies platform 

capabilities required to deliver the expected intelligence, which 

enables design and implementation of information model to map 

engineering and locational assets to enable IoT fusion.

?Rolta AIM Rolta SmartMigrate™ : Comprehensive migration     

life cycle solution from heterogeneous data sources and 

engineering applications

?Rolta AIM SmartDataIntegrity™ : Tool based validation and 

integrity of engineering information

?Rolta AIM SmartTagMetadataManage™ : Advanced rules 

driven tool for huge volume of tag register/metadata data 

validation and loading 

?Rolta AIM SmartMetadataManage™ : Rules based tool for 

import-qualify-transform and loading

?Rolta AIM SmartLoadRTR™ : RTR Tool for bulk attributes 

updates

?Rolta AIM SmartDataLoadAnalyzer™ : Data loading analysis 

utility for verification of data loading into engineering as-built 

environment

Rolta Big data Asset Information Management Suite
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Solution Snapshot

Key Benefits

TMRolta SmartMigrate  for Data Platform 

Complete

Quality

Savings

Automated

?Comprehensive database, analytics, application migration & 
optimization

?Capabilities to undertake many-one as well as many-few 
consolidations

?Real time zero near cut-over 

?In-built validation for data integrity, quality & security and 
performance optimization

?Accelerated automation delivers 60-70% direct cost savings 
compared to manual migration

?Fixed-schedule, fixed-scope, fixed-cost

?Reduction in the migration cycle by >60%

?80% reduction of business and business IT consulting efforts at 
customer front because of the unique reverse engineered meta 
data model

?Automated assessment, migration, optimization and exception 
tracking

Rolta SmartMigrate™ Suite

A comprehensive tool-based IP driven solution for automated 

migration and consolidation from multiple data, BI platforms and 

analytics applications, that accelerates the transformation to high 

performance analytics platforms and self-service BI.

Its unique meta-meta model architecture that extracts the 

comprehensive source landscape and enables to deep migrate one 

or more target platforms, that provides a high degree of automation 

across assessment, migration of objects, procedures, ETL jobs, and 

reports.

Its pre-built adapters and pluggable adapter architecture easily 

extend source and target platforms. It also has multi-node 

architecture for higher performance and scalability with zero cut-over 

for cloud applications.

Rolta SmartMigrate™ for Data Platform — 
Overview and Solution Architecture

A comprehensive tool-based IP driven automated solution for 
database migration to high performance platforms such as SAP 
HANA, Oracle Exadata, IBM Netezza, Hadoop, that enables seamless 
migration across multiple source and target data platforms with 
automated extraction. Its interactive user interface guides overall 
migration process and allows administrator to select the database 
migration steps with comprehensive reporting.

It allows post migration performance bench-marking for comparing 

performance of source and destination systems. The tool also 

manages automated assessment, schema migration, OLAP view 

creation and SQL and ETL migration. Its multi-node architecture 

ensures higher performance and scalability with zero cut-over for 

cloud applications.

KEY BENEFITS
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Rolta SmartMigrate™ for BI Analytics Platform — 
Overview and Solution Architecture

A comprehensive tool-based IP driven solution which automates 

consolidation and standardization of BI platforms, that is field proven 

for comprehensive migration and consolidation of BI and analytics 

landscape. It enables self-service BI and retains source project 

/module structure on the target platform. The pluggable architecture 

migrates and consolidates from a variety of analytical and reporting 

platforms to the customer’s choice of best-of-breed BI platforms. It is 

an API and meta model based accelerator for automated migration, 

that migrates semantic layer as well as reports/ dashboards 

including migration of individual and batch of reports. It also has in-

built validation and performance optimization features.

TMSmartMigrate  for BI Analytics Platform 

Key Benefits

TMRolta OneView  Industry Big Data Analytics Suite

Rolta brings the unique combination of innovation needs or Big Data 
Analytics programs which need to directly drive the business 
outcomes by Rolta OneView™ integrated industry analytics platform 
and domain rich pre-built converged solution. It brings unique set of 
technology and business value differentiators that helps 
organizations to protect their existing IT investments and with a 
platform driven analytics as a service, achieve faster and higher ROI 
while solving some of the industry’s complex problems needing 
advanced analytics capabilities.

Rolta OneView™ is the flagship enterprise suite with next-gen 

integrated industry IoT and big data analytics platform and domain 

rich pre-built analytics applications for diverse asset intensive 

industry segments, that brings 100x value of the data through richer 

and deeper cross functional analytics by uniquely combining data 

from IT systems, real-time streaming data from IoT and fusing 

geospatial and engineering data with business context. Its Integrated 

data science workbench exploits the power of machine learning and 

AI to drive predictive and prescriptive analytics, which makes it a 

leading analytics solution–widely acknowledged by industry analysts 

with a proven track record of deployments by marquee customers 

globally. Its tiered technology agnostic solution supports leading 

technology stacks for greater flexibility and choice with close 

alliances with technology leaders.

Rolta OneView™ brings a pre-built, rapidly deployable industry-rich 

Big Data Analytics solution that provides “Industry Analytics in a Box”. 

While its core platform has significant common components across 

verticals, it has been pre-built for specific-industry verticals starting 

from its integration layer. It includes vertical specific source system 

connectivity, industry-specific knowledge model with the respective 

industry standards and business processes, industry semantic layer, 

industry-specific work processes, industry-specific analytics and role-

based actionable insights. The solution has with 4000+ pre-built 

KPIs and 400+ scenarios with 1100+ business processes. Rolta 

OneView™ provides role-based actionable insights to its users 

through seamless aggregation and information dissemination across 

information landscape ensuring only relevant cross-functional KPIs 

are seen by an individual that are relevant to their function. It has a 

deep and broad coverage across all the key business functions for 

each industry vertical - Oil & Gas Upstream/Midstream, Refineries, 

Petrochemicals, Chemicals and Utilities.
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Comprehensive Industry IoT and Big Data Analytics Platform for diverse industry verticals 

Multi layered Architecture of Rolta OneView™
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Some of the key features are:

?It derives multiple tag values from the sensor data for 

calculation based real-time monitoring of parameters

?Real-time and batch data integration using a grid based 

architecture

?Framework comprising error handling and audit, e-mail 

notification, job scheduling and rules management

A self contained technology agnostic architecture with 
lowest TCO

Rolta OneView™ is a unique integrated industry analytics platform, 

comprehensively addressing Enable – Integrate – Model – Analyze – 

Deliver. It is a standards-based solution which exploits leading 

technology platforms such as SAP, Oracle and IBM ensures that 

customers can adopt Rolta OneView™ on technological platforms 

compatible with their IT landscape.

Rolta OneView™ is an Integrated big data analytics platform built with 

a tiered enterprise architecture comprehensively addressing the 

complexities of integration, persistence, semantics, data science 

(design & runtime), analytics and advanced visualization.

Industrial IoT Fusion

Rolta with its patented technologies uniquely address contextual 

integration of 3Vs (volume, velocity, and variety) of data by 

comprehensively addressing the entire architectural landscape of 

Integration-Security-Governance-Convergence of – IT, OT, geospatial, 

engineering and enterprise social networks. It supports multi-

tenancy, multi-site / plant 250+ pre-built connectors for a variety of 

commonly used OT, IT and big data systems and easily extendable 

through universal connector platform. 

IoT Maturity Journey 

?Embedded IoT fusion platform addressing contextual data integration, security, governance & 
convergence of IT-OT-Engineering-Geospatial networks

?Embedded process integration platform – template driven rapid SOA / REST service enablement 
and secure service integration

?Bulk ETL and real time data integration support

?Universal connector platform for structured / unstructured / semi structured / streaming data 
with 250+ Pre built connectors and easily extendable

?Embedded work process automation platform with BPM and BPEL engine to automate the 
manual processes for close loop BI and actionable insights

?Real time, diagnostic, predictive, prescriptive analytics

?Embedded design time data science workbench and runtime analytics manager for creation and 
adoption of models for planning and simulation

?Self service BI, built-in collaborative tools, real time alerts and notifications

?Text analytics, link analysis, and enterprise search

?Predictive analytics manager and Optimizer with AI – machine learning and deep learning 

?Standards based ISA95 / CIM / PPDM / MAP 21. 

?Embeds the processes and taxonomy of verticals

?Performance integrity for cross functional analytics 

?Multi tenant, multi lingual, geo-referencing support 

?Support for in-memory / columnar / RDBMS database platform

?Centralized scalable architecture

?Cloud ready, multi tenant support

?Distributed grid architecture for remote data aggregation across the networks and on cloud

?Optimized network bandwidth through change data capture

?Auto synchronization of distributed grid / agents to the centralized server 

?Platform based modularized roll out

?Standards based enterprise data lake seamlessly integrated with the industry knowledge model

?Enterprise knowledge hub both as information hub as well as for publishing as services to 
consume in other applications

?Pre-built work process automation platform for building / extending the identified applications as 
an integrated solution 

Address the Complexity 
of Integration

Logical Data 
Warehouse Support

Pre-Built and Extensible 
Standards Based 

Industry Knowledge 
Model

Embedded Advanced 
Analytics Platform

Enterprise Solution 
Deployment

Tiered Enterprise Architecture Addressing Complexities of Big Data Analytics
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bring in historical data in bulk, incremental bulk data as well as near 

real time data points as per the required frequency. The meta-data 

driven architecture enables easy configuration to meet customized 

requirements resulting in quick implementation.

IT-OT security ensures 2-way SSL communication between IT and OT 

environments, supporting the latest UA security specifications, that 

maintains confidentiality and integrity of the messages exchanged 

between the OT and IT networks. Real time big data integration and 

contextual mapping of data from IT and OT systems.

?Harnesses power of both Hadoop and in-memory real time data 

platforms

?In-built ‘Enterprise Hadoop integration engine’ that ensures 

SLA driven and highly managed Hadoop processing, and 

seamlessly pushing the processed outcome to real time in-

memory platforms such as SAP HANA / Oracle Exalytics / IBM 

Netezza

?The solution also integrates geospatial and engineering data for 

a comprehensive view 

It is a pre-built platform contextually integrates IoT data and user-

friendly GUIs allow authorized customers to configure and customize 

the platform to their needs.

Key features

?Rule based automated mapping OT system tags and values to IT 

data and permits tag browsing for criticality analysis

?System-tag positioning editor to view operating parameters in 

context with process schematics to identify any deviation

?Ability to create derived tags / measures 

?Application diagnostics ensures source systems are 

appropriately monitored to ensure availability and accurate 

data ingestion

IoT Fusion: Integration and Governance 

(Rule based Asset junction)

?Ability to configure and schedule data retrieval jobs based on 

organization practices and processes

?Ability to integrate with off-the-shelf systems, legacy and home-

grown systems

?Rule based data quality checks 

?Mapping and consolidation of data sourced from multiple 

systems

?Big data connectors – to bring in high volume of structured & 

unstructured data into the Rolta OneView™ data lake on 

Hadoop

?Timely notification when actual operating parameters are 

crossing  /  tending to cross the targets  /  thresholds

?Pre-built Integration layer ensures quicker, high-quality 

deployment

250+ Pre-built connectors

IoT Fusion:  Integration & Governance 

(Data Extraction and Integration Layer)

Rolta OneView IT-OT Fusion™ enables the retrieval of data from 

heterogeneous business and operational systems. It has the ability to 
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User Experience

?Intuitive GUIs for establishing connections with source systems 

?Browse through operational instrument tags

?Environment to append derived tags & derived measures

?Map assets – tags with functional location using zero coding

?KPI creation based on insights and categories

?Set integrated operating windows (IOW)

?Set threshold limits for KPIs at daily / monthly / quarterly / 

yearly levels

TMRolta OneView Engineering Fusion  provides automated asset to 

instrumentation mapping across different data sources eliminating 

inconsistencies. The integrated condition monitoring complying to 

API 584 for IOW implementation breaks silos across multiple 

networks and provides a holistic ‘single version’ of asset 

performance. It optimizes asset performance to increase availability, 

minimize costs and reduce operational risks thereby driving 

operational excellence through actionable insights with fact based 

and data centric decision making – combining the power of data 

science, engineering and operations domain.

It helps identify incipient abnormalities to proactively alert 

stakeholders on impending failures, thereby augmenting top line and 

bottom line, empowering users with self-service predictive and 

prescriptive analytics for informed decisions real time.

Comprehensive governance capabilities and secure IoT integration 

and role-based actionable insights from single source of truth across 
TMnetworks empowers every user in the enterprise. Rolta OneView  

with its IIoT integration provides:

?Templatized workflows for data transformation based on 

defined rules, applying business contexts

?Service integration allows leveraging latest web service 

standards for orchestration

?Referential integrity & quality through rule based data quality 

checks

?Named entity recognition facilitates cleansing, analyzing 

unstructured data

?Semantic enrichment augments the content with statistical 

methods and correlates multiple chunks of entities through 

common semantic facts

?Intuitive administration console

?Rich integration enablers improve productivity, empowering 

customers to scale as per needs

IIoT Security

Security and Governance are paramount for such solutions. Rolta 
TMOneView  supports security for access (policy enforcement – direct 

access through permissible protocols or manager-steward model), 

data in motion and data at rest. 2-way secure communication 

between OT and IT environments through Rolta iPerspective grid 

security agent - provides confidentiality and integrity for the 

messages exchanged between the OT and IT network. It also supports 

latest OPC UA security specifications, including digital certificates 

and access controls based on function location etc. Its high-

performance audit engine enables to determine security breaches. It 

features a Corporate single sign on (SSO) / security directories (e.g. 

LDAP), web services security gateway manager which are 

customizable and extensible.

Data Governance and Role Based Analytics Privileges

?Data security over analytical privileges

?Secure channel for data extraction

IoT Fusion: Integration, Security and Governance

IIoT Security & Governance

Enterprise Condition Monitoring

Condition monitoring brings multi-fold business value when it is 

deeply integrated with Operational Analytics and Asset Integrity. 

It provides real time and predictive enterprise condition monitoring 

for assets. Condition monitoring of the bad actors can be monitored 

proactively for any breaches for proactive planning.
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?Tenant  /  site level data security

?Business entity based auditing rather than fine-grained 

database tables & views

?Time based authorization

?Audit trail to monitor data for potential security breaches or 

misuse

?Audit API & reports - customizable audit reports to extract audit 

trail information for detailed analysis

Rolta Geospatial Fusion Suite™

Any analytics system would be incomplete without the provision for 

locational intelligence. Rolta OneView™ integrates Rolta Geospatial 

Fusion™ to provide the much needed locational intelligence, out-of-

the-box. 

Rolta Geospatial Fusion™ helps to populate the integrated geo-

enriched knowledge model and as a result facilitates comprehensive 

business view of geographically distributed assets and supply chain. 

Fusion of spatial data with heterogeneous data sources and business 

systems enables Rolta OneView™ to provide complex spatial queries 

and drill downs for contextual analytics with bi-directional interaction 

capabilities. The ability to visualize the business and GIS data in a 

single dashboard with thematic mapping, heat maps and cluster 

maps helps enterprises take quick and effective decisions. The bi-

directional communication between the dashboard charts and the 

Sample Dashboards

Well Outage Geospatial Analytics Pipeline Hydraulic Analytics Real time and Spatial Predictive Analytics 
for Utility Networks

maps facilitates analyzing asset performance using maps and data. 

It provides a unified, seamless geospatial view of enterprise KPIs 

and data.

Offering Overview

?Integrated geo-enriched knowledge model

?Enables complex spatial queries and drill downs

?Easy to model, configure and extend using unified 

administration

?Map navigation: pan, zoom, and zoom to feature

?Thematic mapping

?Heat map and cluster maps

?Spatial querying

?Advanced searches and mark ups

?Comprehensive business view for geographically distributed 

assets / customers / vendors etc.

?Unified, seamless geospatial view of enterprise KPIs and data

?Bi-directional interaction capabilities
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Rolta Engineering Fusion Suite™

Asset maintenance and availability constitute a good percentage of 

the operational cost. This makes risk identification and mitigation 

one of the most focused objectives of an enterprise. While most asset 

analytics are based on historical trends, engineering fusion allows 

monitoring of asset performance alongside its design specifications 

and manufacturer’s recommended operating  limits. 

A vast amount of data is generated by assets from the initial design 

through its commissioning, operations till its final retirement. Rolta 

Engineering Fusion™ is an integral part of Rolta OneView™  

Enterprise Suite and provides an early insight on asset risks 

by viewing equipment actual operating range against the 

recommended design parameters. It provides automated 

notification on operating parameters crossing thresholds. 

As a result, it facilitates implementation of design integrity practices, 

reducing asset maintenance and failures. Rolta OneView™ with its 

integrated 2D and 3D model viewer ensures easy navigation to asset 

using bi-directional interaction capabilities between asset  

dashboard  and  the  plant  model.

Engineering AIM data is the foundation for fusing IT and Engineering
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TMEngineering Fusion with Rolta OneView  strives for next level of 

Operational Excellence

TMRolta One View  unique engineering fusion provides contextual 

fusion of engineering asset information data to operations which 

results into various value engineering scenarios that includes:

?Improved safety

?Improved asset reliability / efficiency

?Improved productivity

?Improved emission tracking

?Effective condition based monitoring

?Real-time tracking of asset health and process risk

TMRolta OneView  engineering fusion provides:

?Rapid time to value with flexibility of tailoring to suit 

comprehensive asset health monitoring

?Automated asset to instrumentation mapping across different 

data sources eliminating inconsistencies for effective condition 

based monitoring

?Maintainable system for accommodating changes seamlessly 

by end user community / reliability engineers

?Integrated condition monitoring complying to API 584 for IOW 

implementation

?Predictive & prescriptive analysis for focused systems or assets 

generating appropriate alerts

TM Rolta OneView engineering fusion provides a comprehensive 

equipment performance summary which can be in the context of the 

assets design specifications.

Work Process Automation with inbuilt 
Collaboration

Rolta OneView™ provides some key pre-built industry workflows that 

fill the gap generally observed in the industry. These workflows also 

help in alleviating the need for manual data creation that companies 

end up with when trying to fill those business process gaps and thus 

enhance the data quality. Rolta OneView™ also provides an 

extensible workflow framework to build customized workflows for 

specific needs. The framework provides functionalities to manage 

thresholds and targets along with its history. 

Alerts can be defined on these thresholds and notifications sent via 

multiple channels– emails, dashboards, mobile devices. Additionally, 

one can configure system driven actions to close the loop by invoking 

web services and 3rd party applications, etc. 

Rolta OneView™ does not merely stop at providing the visual 

business insights to individuals but also facilitates collaborative BI 

through workflows. The pre-built work processes allow capture of 

data, enhancement of data quality and facilitate timely actions by 

allowing users to interact with each other for corrective actions. The 

workflow framework enables the creation of records in a knowledge 

repository for future reference with powerful search capabilities to 

overcoming loss of expertise due to an ageing workforce. A few 

examples of pre-built workflows cover areas such as Opportunity Loss 

Management, Greenhouse Gas Emission Monitoring, Tracking Worst 

Actors, Permit Management, Temporary Leak Repair Management, 

Risk Register, etc.
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Overview and key features

?Pre-defined asset-intensive workflows to meet process industry 

gaps

?Platform to manage, streamline and customize workflows using 

integrated designer compliant with BPMN standards 

?Run-time workflow engine compliant with WS-BPEL standards

?Integrated collaboration interfaces

?Announcements, discussion boards

?Task assignment, tracking, multi-level notifications & alerts for 

prioritized timely decision making

?Document collaboration

?Facilitate cross-functional expert discussions for problem 

deliberation

?Extensible and customizable knowledgeable repository

?Improves productivity – automated workflows reduce the time 

spent on manual tasks, with the ultimate goal of improving 

organizational efficiency, responsiveness and profitability

?Visibility–workflows enable managers to see what is happening 

with business critical processes at every point along the 

process, and at any moment in time

?Faster business reaction to change – workflow software 

enables organizations to react quickly and smoothly to market 

changes through process modifications

?Improves accountability – monitoring time to execute business 

functions creates productivity measurement and continual 

process improvement

?Integrated system allows various multi-functional roles and 

hierarchies to collaborate and work together towards common 

objectives

Solution Schema

Opportunity Loss Manager

Managing internal workflows to meet business needs is a challenge 

faced by manufacturing industries. The management of these 

workflows are predominantly manual with tools like Excel being used 

to supplement the process. Thus, there is a void in IT landscape to 

meet the organization’s need. Rolta OneView™ Opportunity Loss 

Manager provides manufacturing industries with a tool to manage 

and streamline these internal workflows, tracking production loss, 

event investigation, root cause identification, task investigation and 

recommendations. It enables companies to calculate the cost of  

opportunities lost due to failure of not adopting the best possible 

course of action or strategy. It is the difference between planned and 

actual production values measured on a daily basis.

?Automate capturing of data across varied manual processes 

and improve the data quality

?Obtain analytics on the captured data

?Helps obtain automated recommendations based on the 

knowledge repository to overcome loss of expertise due to 

ageing workforce

Loss Analysis Dashboard

E-Logbook

Rolta OneView™ Electronic Log Book manages operational shift 

handovers, role based data entry, safety and quality, reliability and 

security related compliances within an operational plant. Continuous 

stream of operational, maintenance and safety events occurring 

at all levels in any industrial site can be managed easily through 

E-log books. An electronic shift logbook is used at power plants 

and in process industry where several shift teams liaise in 

maintaining production. Typically, the electronic shift logbook 

is used to record the readings at the production plant during a 

particular shift. An electronic shift logbook enhances the value of the 

gathered information.

?Operational shift handovers

?Role based data entry

?Safety and quality compliances

?Reliability and security related compliances

Furthermore, access to this information  is controlled through user 

authentication and authorizations mechanisms.



Permit Management 

Rolta OneView™ Permit Management solution provides a central 

repository for storing and tracking all permit related data, taking into 

consideration various conditions, mandatory tasks, renewal dates, 

and costs. Automated notifications and escalations through this 

platform enable the right stakeholders to quickly identify and 

remediate compliance risks. Rolta OneView™ Permit Management is 

a systematic workflow customized for the organizational business 

processes empowering the employees’ in initiating a permit request, 

getting due approvals from various departments and making 

outstanding payments in order to kick start the project in hand. 

Rolta OneView™ Permit Management is aligned with the various 

requirements from state, local, and other regulatory agencies 

(as required) and keep stakeholders abreast of the changes. 

It provides enhanced real-time visibility to the compliance status of 

each permit across the organization increasing transparency across 

the organization. The platform ensures that no deadlines are missed 

with automatic email notifications to stakeholders responsible for 

maintaining permit compliance.

Salient features of Rolta OneView™ Permit Management include:

?Role based access

?Automatic assignment of Permit Requests

?Tracking and Management of Requests

?Seamless integration with Rolta OneView™ knowledge model

?Integration with industry standard systems

?Alerts and intimation via email

?Uploading of data files (PDF, Word, Excel etc.)

Enables agile BI on humongous data silos to tackle complexity in data 

volume, variety and velocity.

Overview and key features

The Enterprise data lake provides a flexible schema structure along 

with centralized governance, metadata management and 

information lifecycle management capabilities. 

Enterprise Data Lake
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Management Of Change (MOC)

Management of Change is a systematic workflow customized for the 

organizational business processes empowering the employees’ in 

citing a change, sharing/discussing ideas for change, sharing 

proposal artefacts, process/hazard review analysis and cost-benefit 

analysis for the idea. 

Risk is mitigated by monitoring changes made to equipment, 

operating conditions and procedures. All the assessments, 

approvals, and task completion are documented throughout the 

process. As a result, the business can make changes that facilitate 

growth–without disrupting operations or harming employees, assets, 

or the environment. It Improves quality by tracking recommendations, 

action items and risk related issues.

Salient features of Rolta OneView™ MOC include:

?Role based access

?Automatic assignment

?Task Management

?Seamless integration with Rolta OneView™ knowledge model

?Integration with industry standard systems

?Alerts and intimation via email

?Uploading of data files (PDF, Word, Excel etc.) Solution Architecture
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TMAs a result, Rolta OneView  Enterprise Data Lake provides enhanced 

capability to utilize all types of data coming from different streams 

with harmonious handling of batch, event driven, and streaming 

data. It possesses inbuilt linked data storage and graph query 

support for use cases such as fraud analytics, citizen portal, and log 

driven well analytics.

Additionally, it features rich enterprise semantic-based faceted 

search capabilities to search across text, images, videos and other 

data formats. It is built on top of multi-node Hadoop clusters with 

distributed storage and big data analytics capabilities to get near-real 

time aggregated data inside BI platform with inbuilt integrated data 

service workbench. Integrated high speed data indexing pipeline 

runs on multi-node cluster to extract, cleans and load the data from 

multiple forms into enterprise data lake.

Pre-built industry-specific, standards-based, business-process-

aligned knowledge model drastically reduces deployment time, 

ensuring accelerated value for customers. 

Overview and key features

?Comprehensive coverage of business functions for each 

industry 

?Adoption of industry standards - ISA 95, S88, PPDM, CIM

?Multi-tenancy, multi-plant with N-Level hierarchies providing 

high level of granularity to contextually drill downs

?Industry specific business process aligned data model

?Knowledge model – built on domain expertise and industry best 

practices

?Built-in best practices of the entities, objects, attributes, types, 

definitions, hierarchies, relationships, dependencies etc.

?Readily deployable as specifically designed to each industry

?Needs minimal customizations and extensions

Standards based Pre-built Industry Knowledge 

Model

Heart and backbone of pervasive analytics

Rolta OneView ™ Knowledge Model Layer 

Business Process Driven Knowledge Model

Rolta OneView™ includes pre-built business process driven 

knowledge models which are industry specific based on years of 

domain expertise and best practices. It is a highly optimized 

persistence of data from the heterogeneous business and 

operational systems to enable high performance analytics and a 

cohesive view of information across business functions. It provides 

360° business view of all the business critical areas providing cross 

functional visibility across OT  /  IT  /  Spatial  /  Engineering systems. 

It provides a deeper and broader coverage across all the key business 

functions for each industry vertical Oil & Gas Upstream / Midstream, 

Refineries Petrochemicals, Chemicals, and Utilities.

Rolta OneView™ pre-built Knowledge Model and KPIs are  tailored to 

for each specific vertical and have been derived from Rolta’s deep 

domain insights and best practices. This knowledge model extends 

the Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) with other Logical Data 

Warehouses (LDW) and is capable of handling humongous amounts 

of heterogeneous data at extremely high frequencies. One of the key 

distinguishing features is that it is  built on a platform agnostic 

architecture for supporting Big Data including streaming data from 

OT systems, sensors etc. and is supported by leading technology 

providers like SAP, Oracle and IBM. 

The knowledge model is also designed and certified to leverage in 

memory data analytics capabilities while also integrating with other 

traditional open source Big Data technologies such as Hadoop, 

NoSQL, etc. This comprehensive knowledge model not only provides 

deep insights with multi-level drill downs in all the different business 
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functions but also acts as a ‘Single Source of Truth’. This also ensures 

standardization across the different entities within the enterprise.

The knowledge model maintains the cross-functional information 

collated from varied data sources thereby enabling performance 

management and analytics, including trends, ‘slice and dice’ 

analysis, drill-down, forecasting, variance analysis, root cause 

identification, scenario planning  and  what-if  modelling.

The process driven knowledge model design, with a focus 

on performance integrity allows for broader and deeper coverage of 

each business function as well as extensive cross functional 

analytics. Further, the adoption of industry specific standards such as 

ISA-95, MIMOSA, PPDM, CIM, etc. ensures that the data elements 

persisted are in alignment with industry requirements. 

The knowledge model design scales to manage multi-site 

implementations across geographies. It is able to manage data 

from the sources specific to each site maintaining the lineage of 

each and provides support for globalization and localization. 

It allows for viewing aggregated and summary information as well as 

drilling down to the lowest granularity. It includes n-level 

hierarchies, parameterized data structures, flex attributes and 

custom schemas to allow for easy customization.

Companies face continuous challenges because of asset/plant 

breakdowns, high maintenance costs, fuel shortages, ageing assets, 

environmental regulations, stringent traffic regulations, and 

ambitious capacity expansion targets.

Such complex and dynamic environment requires operational agility. 

This will help in timely and accurate decisions that can consistently 

enhance operational efficiency, optimize cost, and add new capacity, 

at the same time operating in a safe and environment friendly 

manner.

Data Science Workbench for Advanced Analytics

To cater to the need of today’s business leaders, Rolta OneView™ 

provides Data Science Workbench. The application is a advanced 

analytics solution that enables a team of data scientists or analysts to 

develop appropriate models using advance analytics such as 

exploratory algorithms, diagnostic algorithms, predictive algorithms, 

and advanced algorithms. These models are used in an iterative 

process so that the best model can be made to use in asset intensive 

industries.

Data Science Workbench application comprises of the following 

sections:

?Algorithms 

?Data Preparation 

?Visualization 

?Models 

?Sandbox 

?Publishing

Models:

Exploratory Analysis: Exploratory data analysis can be used to 

explore the data, maximize insight into a data set, uncover underlying 

structure, extract important variables, detect outliers and anomalies, 

test underlying assumptions and determine optimal factor settings 

and possibly formulate hypotheses that could lead to new data 
TMcollection and experiments by statisticians. Rolta OneView  Data 

Science workbench supports several algorithms for Exploratory 

analysis such as Crosstab, Correlation, Descriptive amongst others.

Diagnostic Analysis: Diagnostic analysis help to identify health 

related issues around the assets and diagnose the causes for 

unplanned outages covering their findings and high level diagnosis. It 

encompasses identification of a condition or problem by methodical 

analysis of the background, scrutiny of the signs or symptoms, 

assessment of the test results, and analysis of the assumed or 

probable causes. Effective prediction is not possible without effective 

diagnosis. Several in-built algorithms to support Diagnostic analysis 

are available out-of-the-box. These include Non-Parametric Methods-

Critical Variable Identification (Severity) & Critical variable 

Identification (Frequency) based algorithm as well as Optimizer-

Simplex Linear Programming Algorithm.

Predictive Analysis: Predictive analytics transform data into 

valuable, actionable information to define the probable future 

consequence of an event or a possibility of such occurrence. It 

includes a range of statistical techniques from modelling, data 

mining, machine learning and game theory that scrutinize current 

and historical facts to make future predictions. A few on the 

algorithms supporting this include, Decision Tree- NOVA, Poisson, 

Classification tree; Regression-Logistic & Multi Variate; Time Series-

Auto ARIMA, ARIMA and Seasonal ARIMA; Nearest Neighbor-K 

Nearest Classification, K Nearest Regression; Ensamble Tree-

Random Forest; Cluster Analysis-K Mean & PAM.

Advanced Models: Customizable black box models catering to 

specific problems faced by the clients. In order to resolve specific 

requirements from various clients pertaining to their predictive, 

exploratory or diagnostic analysis use cases, we require a 

combination of multiple algorithms/ analysis to be applied. These 

algorithms are considered to be black box model which could involve 

execution of multiple algorithms one after another (i.e. output of one 

algorithm could be input to another algorithm). In most of the cases 

based on the customer requirement, the parameters to advanced 

algorithms are automatically applied and analysis is provided. 
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Samples of such advance models include Heat Exchanger Fouling 

Prediction; Water Demand Prediction; Leakage Estimation; Night 

Time Consumption Analysis; Process Risk Prediction to name a few.

Provisioning standards-based mechanisms to leverage analytics 

platform reduces Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)s. 

Overview and key features

?Enterprise knowledge hub makes Rolta OneView™ accessible 

from centralized base through which knowledge is retrieved

?Business processes and data exposed via standard based 

services 

?Registry for all published APIs, visualizations, data science 

models and web services

?Ability to build custom queries and publish as service, develop 

additional KPIs and reports

?Easy access to cohesive data assimilated from business, 

operations, spatial, engineering and social media systems

?Build or integrate third party applications / analytics based on 

Rolta OneView™ data 

Enterprise Knowledge Hub

Text Analytics Processing Pipeline

features like “Sentence boundary detection, named entity 

recognition and concepts extraction, text stemming and 

cleansing, information tokenizer and chunking”. Part of speech 

analysis, semantic expansion, text disambiguation, sentiment 

analysis, text summarization, and data mining add value to the 

entire Text analytics offering

In-built semantic knowledge model with industry-specific standard 

taxonomies accelerates self-service BI capabilities by permitting end 

users to extend the pre-built analytics without excessive reliance on IT 

department 

Overview and key features

?Logical data layer to federate data from external data sources

?Provides industry / business process view of the knowledge 

model

?Multi-dimensional analysis, ranking and alerting with intelligent 

drill-downs, ad-hoc queries, pre-built objects and classes

?Adopts industry based taxonomy

?Semantic model by business function

?Star schema based with over 8,000 objects and over 1,300 

classes

?Enables cross functional KPI creation

?Business users are easily able to generate new KPIs

?Knowledge hub data services allows for external visualization 

tools and systems to leverage the data lake and knowledge 

model

?Leveraged by configuration manager to create custom 

expressions for computing KPIs

?Defined guidelines to extend the semantic model

Semantic Knowledge Model

Text Analytics

?The Enterprise knowledge hub leverages the underlying text 

engine to derive business value from unstructured data. It 

enables linked analysis, unified search etc. to be able to do 

predictive maintenance to do anomaly detection. It is capable of 

working with rapidly growing data from sensors, social media, 

web browsing patterns, demographic data, logs, manufacturing 

and research data

?It also has an Integrated support for domain vocabularies with 

rich, dynamic analytics workflow with extensive text analytics 
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Role Based Actionable insights with Rich 
Visualizations

TMRolta OneView  provides rich visualization across multiple-channels 

viz. mobiles, portals, browsers and can leverage industry leading 

COTS tools while also supporting a rich in-built library for 

visualisation. 

Overview and key features

?Rolta OneView™ has pre-built, customizable KPI widgets and 

dashboards that provide contextual information by business 

functions. Cross-functional KPIs are derived from aggregations, 

drill-downs, filters, etc.

?Rich visualizations for integrated IoT, spatial, engineering data 

with powerful data science capabilities using latest technology 

stack like D3, Node.js, etc.

?Stakeholders from shop-floor to field, data scientists / business 

analysts and board rooms can effectively utilize the solution to 

gain timely insights

?Platform provides strategic management capabilities including 

support for balanced score cards

?Some additional features of the platform include role-based 

dashboards, contextual information aggregated by function, 

drill down and drill-to-detail, guided navigations, root cause 

analysis, scenario analysis rich intuitive user experience and 

usage auditing capabilities

?Map OT system tags and values to the IT data

?Configure user and role based access controls and associate 

process schematics with corresponding tags

?Define data ingestion frequency and persistence criteria

?Install, create and configure exploratory, diagnostic and 

predictive models

Extensibility

Rolta OneView™ is architected to be able to extend and easily 
customize by the organizations for specific (and evolving) needs. 
Some of the unique features and benefits include:

?Ability  to  build  new  KPIs  by  extending  and / or 

customising  the  entities  through  a  documented process to 

ensure compromising of the data integrity and normalization

?Empower the roles to be self-sufficient to manage the 

solution 

?Compatibility to customer specific processes and practices 

?N-Level hierarchy for functional location  /  organization 

?Flex fields to accommodate custom requirements

?Formula constant factors are parameterized 

?Parameterized asset structure to manage varying attributes for 

different asset types

?Parameterized material attributes for varied materials 

used across O&G, Petrochemicals, Chemicals, Power 

Utilities and Water Utilities

?Patches and upgrade suppor t without impacting 

customizations,  based on guidelines

Rapid Deployment ,  Conf igurat ion and 
Customization

Rapid configuration and deployment enabled via smart 
customization through pre-defined workflows.

Overview and key features

?Customize calculations engine for KPI calculations

?Create custom expressions for computing KPIs

?Configure role based KPI widgets and analytics dashboards

?Establish thresholds and triggers

?Establish schedules for report delivery and trigger workflows

?Define alerts and notifications

?Customize notification destinations and rules

Alerts and Notifications

Rolta OneView™ provides a comprehensive alerts and notifications 

system as a critical enabler for proactive data driven actions. Some of 

the key features and benefits include  - Multi-level alerts for threshold 

deviations for timely decision-making, status notifications for 

scheduled jobs, alerts for scheduled job failures, e-mailing of 

scheduled reports, visibility to the last update date & time of the 

KPIs & reports and which source system data update has not taken 

place, notifications of unavailable data sources, via data-lineage 

framework, customizable notification destinations and rules, etc. 
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Built-in comprehensive IoT fusion (patented) 
platform with unique capabilities of OT security, 
asset junction, real-time big data integration, 
streaming data, data quality & governance, etc.

Real-time & predictive analytics with 
knowledge driven recommendations – AI, 
integrated data science bench and deep 
machine learning to optimize and self-tune 
algorithms

Built–in enterprise data lake knowledge hub, 
collaboration and work process automation 
platform for business process integration and 
closed loop BI

Built-in advanced spatial analytics, text 
analytics, link analysis, unified search and 
prescriptive manager

Universal connector platform - with 200+ pre-
built real-time and ETL-based connectors across 
business, operations, geospatial, engineering & 
other IoT systems 

Cloud deployment through private cloud and in 
partnership with Amazon and NTT

Technology agnostic – supports best of breed 
technologies from SAP, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft 
as well as open source; engineered for next-gen 
in-memory, columnar and map-reduce data 
platforms

Next-gen advanced visualizations including 
mobile friendly user interface with globalization 
and localization support worldwide

Mobile analytics with native apps for iOS & 
Android and mobile analytics dashboards

Advanced Machine Learning Model 
management (self learning/ tuning/ editing), 
deep learning and AI with big data enterprise 
data lake, image & text analytics, semantic 
enrichment and link analysis

Rolta OneView™ Industry Big Data Analytics Suite
Key Differentiators Technology Differentiators

Rolta OneView™ Industry Big Data Analytics Suite
Key Differentiators Business Value Differentiators

Pre-built industry rich knowledge model 
provides optimized persistence of data for high 
performance analytics

400+ rapidly deployable business value 
scenarios and point solutions with 4,000+ 
vertical specific pre-built KPIs and analytics, 
100+ proven rich predictive models for asset 
intensive industries

Centralized, multi-site multi-tenant 
deployment models - hybrid and private cloud. 
Recurring land and expand license model 
across the roles / functions / sites / locations

Business user-friendly configuration and 
monitoring of operation parameters for easy 
mapping and monitoring of assets and systems

Deeper and broader coverage across all the 
key business functions for each industry vertical 
- O&G, Refineries, Petrochemicals, Chemicals, 
Utilities, Pharmaceuticals and Safety & Security

Industry taxonomy based semantic model with 
8,000+ objects & 1,300 classes to provide 
self-service BI

Built-in contextual collaboration enabling to 
take the right decisions quickly

Self Service BI - business user friendly to 
customize and extend existing and new KPIs

Pre-built predictive analytics scenarios across 
areas including Assets, Operations, 
Maintenance, Supply Chain Projects, Crime & 
Procurement

Rapidly deployable converged solution with 
implementation time of 12-18 weeks, for higher 
and faster ROI



Rolta OneView  TM

PRE-BUILT BUSINESS  VALUE  ENGINEERING  SCENARIOS  &  APPLICATIONS
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Rolta OneView™ - Analytics in A Box

Rolta OneView™ - Secure, Role-Based Access & 

Drill Down

Rolta OneView™ brings a pre-built, rapidly deployable industry-rich 

Big Data Analytics solution that provides “Industry Analytics in a Box”. 

While its core platform has significant common components across 

verticals, it has been pre-built for specific-industry verticals starting 

from its integration layer. It includes vertical specific source system 

connectivity, industry-specific knowledge model with the respective 

industry standards and business processes, industry semantic layer, 

industry-specific work processes, industry-specific analytics and role-

based actionable insights. The solution has with 4000+ pre-built 

KPIs and 400+ scenarios with 1100+ business processes. It has a 

deep and broad coverage across all the key business functions for 

each industry vertical - Oil & Gas Upstream/Midstream, Refineries, 

Petrochemicals, Chemicals, Power Generation, Utilities (Water, Gas & 

Electricity) and transportation.

Rolta OneView™ provides role-based actionable insights to its users 

through seamless aggregation and information dissemination across 

information landscape ensuring only relevant cross-functional KPIs 

are seen by an individual that are relevant to their function. This 

ensure users can take actions effectively as they are not distracted by 

data which isn’t in their ambit of responsibility while also ensuring 

data confidentiality. Rolta OneView™ integrates seamlessly with the 

organization’s Active directory / LDAP infrastructure to determine the 

user’s role and security. Rolta OneView™’s analytical and decision 

making capabilities are role-based covering all levels from CxO to 

functional users. At the CxO level, Rolta OneView™ provides strategy 

maps and scorecards that can be linked and monitored across the 

enterprise. Functional specialists have the diagnostic and predictive 

analytics for taking corrective action. Pre-defined KPIs aligned to 

departmental line managers provide them with deeper insights 

addressing their departmental responsibilities while also providing 

cross-functional visibility for better alignment. Operational staff can 

make real-time operational decisions and take corrective actions 

through the real-time operational dashboards. As a result Rolta 

OneView™ is able to provide capabilities for performance monitoring 

and performance improvement through root cause analysis, better 

corporate governance through benchmarking, modeling and 

scorecards. Rolta OneView™ provides role based dashboards 

enabling actionable insights- right information, right time to right 

users as a single source of truth. Some of the key features and 

benefits includes, guided navigations, root cause analysis, scenario 

analysis, rich, intuitive user experience, usage auditing, secure 

access via SSL, ability to easily customize and extend.

Rolta OneView™ has 400+ Pre-built business value scenarios which 

are rapidly deployable & customizable.  These enable deeper insights 

into scenarios that require complex calculations and accessing data 

from multiple systems cutting across cross functional boundaries.

TMRolta OneView  platform provides customized user experience that 

Facilitates 4 out of the box user role types, which can be further 

extended / configured

=Business user

=Functional specialist / analysts

=Business IT user / designer

=System admin

Designed with highest UX standard HFI Level 5 to suit across the roles 

of the industry with the core theme of “Consumerizing analytics for 

every role”

Pre-Built Business Value Engineering Scenario
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Oil and Gas – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Operational integrity & asset integrity

Composite risk management

Enterprise performance management 

Cross assets performance management 

Production analytics/reporting

Real time and predictive enterprise condition monitoring

Well production forecasting

Energy efficiency

Lost profit opportunity

Carbon footprint reduction

Health and safety – PSM

Supply chain optimization

Terminal performance & automation

Accelerated digital transformation

Improved production efficiency

Improved well performance tracking

Improved asset utilization 

Improved well integrity monitoring

Sustainability

Blending optimization

Improved risk control

Improved safety and compliance insights

Improved maintenance planning and execution 

effectiveness

Higher capacity utilization

Highly optimized supply chain
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Personalized Home Page

TMUsers logging into the Rolta OneView  Enterprise 

Suite are greeted with a personalised home screen 

similar to the adjacent screenshot. Users get to see 

“My View” a unified intuitive interface to quickly 

navigate to the needs of the specific role / user. It also 

allows customisation and personalisation of screens, 

home page and focused widgets. This example 

shows a business user is logged-in and based on the 

access credentials, the user would be allowed to see 

enterprise level or specific areas of his focus that are 

pre defined. 

0Drill into Specific Areas (Blade) of the OpX 360  

Maintenance & Reliability – Scheduling and 

Execution

=In this case, M&R user has drilled into the 

scheduling and execution from the OpX wheel that 

needed attention by each SBU to identify the root 

causes

=It provides the CM compliance needs attention 

across the SBUs 

=From here, the process integrity specialist could 

drill into the overall CM maintenance cockpit to do 

compliance detailed analytics and guide to 

differentiate the issue is because of Process 

integrity / Design integrity / Technical integrity / 

Operational integrity

TMRolta OneView  Oil & Gas – Sample Business Value Engineering Scenarios 

0Enterprise Operational Excellence 360  with IOT 

and Advanced Analytics

Operational excellence is a key driver of digital 

transformation. Aligned with Kaplan BSC and six 
TMsigma models, Rolta OneView ’s OpX model turns 

this information into performance indices works as a 

turbine wheel for which each blade is crucial to be 

performed at optimum. This becomes the real time 
o360  OpX view of an enterprise from where based on 

the roles, one can drill down into the each of areas of 
TMfocus through Rolta OneView ’s deeper diagnostic, 

predictive and prescriptive analytics. 

From the operational excellence model, one can drill 

into a specific lever which needs attention through 

intuitive diagnostic and predictive analytics 

capabilities. This also helps in empowering individual 

roles not only focus on their KPIs but also align with 

the corporate KPIs and overall enterprise OpX.
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M a i n t e n a n c e  P r o c e s s  C o m p l i a n c e  &  

Effectiveness

=From the scheduling and execution score card, 

user can jump into the maintenance cockpit 

analytics overview and further drill into 

m a i n te n a n c e  p ro c e s s  c o m p l i a n c e  &  

effectiveness

=I t  shows comprehensive maintenance 

effectiveness index across the enterprise and 

user can get to the maintenance compliance at an 

enterprise / site / SBU / unit / system / asset level 
TM

=Rolta OneView ’s work process automation 

platform also facilitates to automate and 

integrate the processes that are not defined in the 

standard IT systems

M & R Compliance, Planning and Execution 

Overview

=Cross functional industry knowledge model driven 

analytics provides all the perspectives of 

maintenance & reliability compliance

=User can drill into each of the areas such as, 

planning execution, reliability and further drill 

multiple levels with context into specific area that 

needs to be addressed and improved on the 

effectiveness

Cross Functional Insights – Tactical Compliance

TM
=Rolta OneView ’s Maintenance and Reliability 

Insights cover the depth and breadth needed for 

strategic, specilized and tactical aspects to 

address needs of every role. In the above case, 

user can ensure that maintenance and reliability 

compliance from the aspect of management 

repor t ing  and  e f fec t i ve  main tenance  

preparedness and tracking 
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Cross Functional Insights – Maintenance Cost 

Analysis

=Cross functional industry knowledge model driven 

analytics present a normalized view of M&R from 

various OT / IT / engineering / geospatial systems 

and has the mapping aligned to the functional 

hierarchy defined in the ERP such as SAP to be able 

to seamlessly analyze the cost along with the 

process information real time

=User can analyze by drilling into the “Cost View” of 

the maintenance scheduling, compliance and 

effectiveness

Cross Functional Insights - Maintenance Budget 

Forecast

=For effective scheduling and execution for 

maintenance, budget should be in place for taking 

care of the planned as well unplanned failures or 

repairs
TM

=Rolta OneView  provides integrated insights of 

maintenance and reliability practice at every 

perspective including effectiveness of budget 

forecasting

=Advanced analytics capability provides a platform 

for the maintenance team to effectively plan for the 

expected expenditures

Forecasted Maintenance Cost Heat Map

=The probable failures and major maintenance 

repairs from advanced analytics can be 

instrumental in forecasting the maintenance 

budget for the forthcoming years

=This helps the organization to identify the bad 

actors proactively, forecast the events, plan for the 

forthcomings and improve the capacity utilization 

effectively

=It also helps the Maintenance practice to request 

and get cost allocated for the future events and 

they can be ready for any type of event
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Maintenance Effectiveness – Supply Chain MRO 

Analytics

=Enables contextual cross functional insights of 

maintenance effectiveness by seamless 

integration of supply chain insights such as MRO

=Spare parts inventory monitoring and tracking the 

shortfalls is one of the critical tasks for ensuring for 

better availability of the equipment and hence 

improving the productivity and avoid any 

opportunity losses

=Tracking of the availability of spares, inventory by 

manufacturer, spares status by criticality provide 

the analysis and any deviations to focus and take 

right decisions at the right moment to fill the gaps

=Models on XYZ, ABC, VED analysis in Rolta 
TMOneView  helps strengthens MRO analytics for 

effective inventory planning and management

Maintenance Effectiveness –Advanced MRO 

Analytics

=Understanding of the availability of equipment as 

per the process requirement helps to prioritize the 

procurement of materials and following up with the 

vendors to get the spares in the warehouse

=Equipment under one leg operation are the most 

critical as the risk of production loss increases 

each and every hour or day depending upon the 

criticality level

=Tracking of the unavailable spares needed for each 

of these high critical equipment

=Material need to PR to PO to delivery cycle can be 

tracked and forecasted the delivery of that 

particular spare based on the historical lead time 

and vendor performance

Maintenance Effectiveness – Advanced MRO 

Analytics

=User can correlate the MRO effectiveness to buyer 

and vendor performance seamlessly

=Performance of the buyers from multiple aspects 

provides deep down insights to focus proactively 

on the deviations to take appropriate steps to 

procure the spares on time

=Tracking the open PR items which need to be 

converted into PO and open PO items which need 

to be delivered provides purchase function to 

optimize any revenue loss due to any equipment 

failures

=Vendor performance is also critical to get the 

spares on time with right quantity and quality

=On time delivery, right first time, order compliance, shipping accuracy, back order rate and delivery rejection ratio are the important scenarios 

need to be monitored, analysed and actions to be taken as appropriate to optimize any delays
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Bad Actor Analytics

=From the analysis of maintenance and reliability compliance 

and effectiveness, user can seamlessly switch the focus on 

the top bad actors or worst performing assets that 

essentially needs to be addressed to improve the utilization
TM

=Rolta OneView  advanced analytics with its integrated data 

science workbench, has built-in models to bring the top X 

bad actors on various parameters which can be fine tuned 

through easy configuration

=User can drill into detailed view of the breakdowns by 

various failure modes for each of the  bad actors

=It is necessary to understand the patterns of failure by 

looking at similar assets across enterprise and the type of 

breakdowns

=Using Rolta OneView’s inbuilt collaboration components, 

users can share / discuss within the enterprise social 

network with  stakeholders

Bad Actor Analytics – Asset Reliability Analysis

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides advanced analytics in proactive 

identification of probable failures using statistical models 

=This enables to proactive planning to avoid impending 

failures rather than react on the failed state

=The model can identify the equipment with highest 

probability of the failures which triggers the analysis of its 

performance using Asset Event History 360 degree view and 

root cause analysis.

=Introducing or modifying maintenance items in the plan, 

improving the maintenance frequency, replacing the 

components with repetitive failures proactively can bring 

significant improvement in improving capacity utilization

0Power of IoT Fusion Asset 360  - Asset Historian – Asset 

Event Analysis

TM 0
=Rolta OneView  provides broader and deeper, 360  asset 

insights leveraging industry standards knowledge model.

=The view helps to see asset event history for a specific asset 

or aggregated system of assets as well as cross assets 

bench-marking

=It shows the comprehensive view of different type of events 

data coming from variety of heterogeneous systems or IoT 

sensors related to the asset

=Includes all the events occurred in last 5 or 10 years in a 

time dimension for better analysis 

=This shows despite regular PM, asset was seriously ill. One 

then needs to look at the asset performance and reliability 

dimension
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Asset Event Analysis

=Once the bad actor is identified, 360 degree analysis of 

its performance necessary e.g. maintenance history, 

consequential losses, MTBF, spares consumption, 

actual vs design parameter analysis, maintenance 

cost, failure breakdown analysis

=This helps the decision makers to take the right 

decision at the right time to avoid repetitive failures and 

minimize the losses
TM

=Rolta OneView ’s built-in engineering fusion allows to 

contextually see the asset information data from 

design engineering and MOC systems for greater 

insights

Process Risk Predictive Analytics

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides advanced analytics in 

proactive identification of probable failures using 

statistical models e.g. poisson’s distribution to track 

the group equipment by class or size or area which 

are having the highest likelihood of failure which 

enables to proactive planning to avoid impending 

failures rather than react on the failed state

=The model can identify the equipment with highest 

probability of the failures which triggers the analysis 

of its performance using asset event history for 360 

degree view and root cause analysis

=Introducing or modifying maintenance items in the 

plan, improving the maintenance frequency, 

replacing the components with repetitive failures 

proactively can bring significant improvement in 

improving capacity utilization

Process Risk Predictive Analytics

=Process risk helps in proactively identifying the 

early warnings for the incipient failures

=Rolta OneView™ advanced analytics solution 

provides predictive models for identifying the early 

warning of a critical operational parameter going 

beyond the design or expected operating envelope
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Composite Risk Analysis – Enterprise Level

=From the OpX model another area needing 

attention has been seen as composite risk at an 

enterprise level, directorate / site and asset level
TM

=Rolta OneView  provides advanced analytics to 

address a key business value driver namely 

composite risk which helps the management to 

plan mitigate the risks

=Role based access helps to line managers, 

supervisors to manage the risk in the work place 

proactively

Composite Risk Analysis – Site Level

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides guided diagnostic 

analytics to contextually drill into different levels 

such as directorate / site level for analyzing the 

influencing KPIs of composite risk index

=Unique analytical approach for identification, 

assessment and prioritization of the composite 

risk of assets using swiss cheese algorithm model 

Composite Risk Analysis & Asset Integrity – 

Enterprise Level

=Integrated composite risk management with 

geospatial analytics covering three elements of 

asset integrity i.e. technical integrity, process 

integrity and human reliability

=Geospatial analytics providing thematic 

visualization of the assets distributed across the 

geographical area and highlighting the risks for 

proactive planning and mitigation programs
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Composite Risk Analysis & Asset Integrity – Asset 

Level

=Based on the overall risk exposure, analytics to 

focus attention on the Assets with deviation from 

the target performance standard is critical

=Tracking and trending for identifying the 

deviations, the ageing process for the activities 

expected as per the mitigation programs needs on 

time redressal involving right people at the right 

time

Enterprise Condition Monitoring

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides real time and predictive 

enterprise condition monitoring for assets

=Condition monitoring of the bad actors can be 

monitored proactively for any breaches for 

proactive planning of the maintenance actions to 

reduce the unplanned outages
TM

=Rolta OneView  engineering fusion provides 

automated asset to instrumentation mapping 

across different data sources eliminates 

inconsistencies for effective condition based 

monitoring

=Integrated condition monitoring complying to API 

584 for IOW implementation

Enterprise Condition Monitoring

Alarm Management

=When analyzing an asset’s real time condition 
TMmonitoring, Rolta OneView  allows to seamlessly 

navigate to the alarm analysis to see the frequency 

and types of alarms and the nature of excursions 

and overrides performed 
TM

=Rolta OneView  knowledge model correlated 

analysis for a given asset level or system level

0It allows a 360  view cross functional insights of asset 

of relevance for reliability inline.
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Technical Integrity

=Based on the overall risk exposure, analytics to 

focus attention on the assets with deviation from 

the target performance standard is critical

=Tracking and trending for identifying the 

deviations, the ageing process for the activities 

expected as per the mitigation programs needs on 

time redressal involving right people at the right 

time

Composite Risk Analysis - Process Integrity

=Minimizing the risk from process side to ensure the 

health of the assets by controlling the risk 

exposures e.g. critical parameter deviations, alarm 

rate going higher than target, controllers kept in 

manual operations for most of the time etc.

=Assessing the risks, controlling it with suitable 

measures and proactive action helps to stabilize 

the process and maintains the health of the assets

Process Integrity – Human Reliability

=Evaluation of the people’s skill set managing the 

activities on real time basis helps to mitigate the 

risk exposure

=Competency gap analysis, training at the right 

time, audits, safety reviews, recruitments etc. 

enable people to take right decisions at the right 

time

=People become resourceful and vigilant to the 

organization to steer the vision to be incident free

=Comprehensive approach in risk mitigation 

program in hydrocarbon industry
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Operations Insights

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides comprehensive vertical 

specific cross functional view of the operations 

insights

=It supports real time, and IoT streaming and pre-

built integration to all the leading operations 

systems

=Each of the high level analytics KPIs can be drilled 

into multiple levels to the leaf node KPIs or 

measures

=From the operations overview, user can drill into 

specific areas seamlessly both top down and 

bottoms up

=In this case, user has drilled into well operations, 

specific areas such as STO and safety
TM

=Rolta OneView ’s visualization layer can be easily 

customized leveraging the pre-built analytics 

based on the customer needs

Enterprise Production Compliance

=Understanding the performance of the wells 

compared to the other wells for identifying the non 

performing wells and its impact in the overall 

production plan for thorough analysis is critical to 

avoid perpetual losses due to impaired well 

performance

=Water injection is assessed for avoiding any 

voidage in the reservoir performance

=From the operations overview, user can drill into 

detailed analytics of the production loss in various 

dimensions

=In this case, well outage has been identified as the 

key area needing production compliance

Operations Insights – Well Outage Analysis

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides advanced well outage 

analytics

=Well outages to be assessed utilizing the real time 

data along with other affecting parameters like 

critical equipment status, weather forecast, oil to 

water ratios, choke valve status and price of oil and 

natural gas as appropriate for a 360 degree view

=Forecasting the day’s production based on the 

current operating status to assess the compliance 

of daily production target
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Well Outage Geospatial Analysis

=Due to built-in geospatial fusion and spatial 

analytics of Rolta OneView™, user can analyze the 

well performance from a locational perspective to 

assess well pad level

=Cluster performance is critical for a short term root 

cause identification

=The historical performance of 7 days and its trend 

provides the clear indication for any gradual or 

abrupt change in the performance projected by 

reservoir engineers

Well Performance Analytics

=User can quickly navigate the specific well that is 

identified as bad actor

=For a specific well, there is a target set based on 

the dynamics depending on the pressure at the 

downhole level to choke for projecting the behavior 

of the well

=A long term performance tracking of this well with 

the injection data and allocation factor allows a 

deep multidimensional understanding of the 

behavior

Well Performance Detailed Analytics

=From the well production analysis, can drill further 

various parameters of wel l  production 

performance such as oil production, total injection, 

water injection etc with leading indicator based on 
TMRolta OneView ’s predictive analytics

=This would help to identify the most influencing 

KPIs / measures that impact the well performance
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Well Production Forecasting

=It is prudent also to forecast the expected behavior 

of the well based on its past performance, 

operating parameters, reservoir characteristic and 

other reservoir trends which can impact the well 

production
TM

=Rolta OneView  has inbuilt model for prediction of 

the well production utilizing the real time operating 

parameters along with the engineering and 

seismic data

=This provides greater insights for production 

engineers to optimize the usage of this well and 

effectively collaborate on the supply chain 

optimization of rig and platform movements

Pipeline Performance Analytics

=Pipeline hydraulics analysis is very critical to be 

monitored for real time and diagnostic analysis to 

prevent any unplanned outages or low flow 

condition and opportunity losses to occur

=Locat ional  analyt ics provides thematic  

representation of the whole pipeline network 

based on the critical performance parameters such 

as flow, differential pressure, low flow condition, 

maintenance interventions like pigging, diversions 

etc.

=Understanding of the utilization of the logistics 

mode e.g. pipeline as per the demand forecasting 

helps to proactive planning in case of inbound or 

outbound logistics

=Utilization of each of the pipeline, network, 

forthcoming plans, planned and unplanned 

outages help the logistics team with the necessary situational awareness to take better on time decisions for mitigating any upset

Projection Vs Actuals

TM
=Rolta OneView  has the ability to superimpose the 

predicted projections on the actual recorded 

values to enable users to gauge the accuracy of 

their predictive models

=Provides Business Analysts the ability to fine tune 

and refine their algorithms
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Refineries and Petrochemicals – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational cost and GRM

Operational & asset integrity

Composite risk management

Overall equipment effectiveness

Cross assets performance management 

Shut down and turnaround

Real time and predictive asset health/ condition monitoring

Well production forecasting

Energy efficiency

Lost profit opportunity

Carbon footprint reduction

Health and safety – PSM

LDAR & corrosion loop tracking

Yield accounting

Improved risk management

Improved safety

Improved asset effectiveness

Improved risk control

Elimination of bad actors

Improve capacity utilization

Improve asset performance

Reduction of lost profit opportunity

Improving productivity

Improving GRM

Better regulatory compliance

Improved sustainability
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Enterprise Performance Management – Enterprise 
0360  for Refineries - Enterprise Level Cross Refinery 

Overview

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides unified intuitive user 

experience to quickly navigate to the needs of the 

specific role / user

=It also allows to customize and personalize the 

screens, home page and focused widgets

=In this case, business user is logged-in and based 

on the access credentials, the user would be 

allowed to see enterprise level or specific areas of 

his focused that are defined
TM

=As an enterprise scale platform, Rolta OneView  

supports multi tenant / multi site inherently

=It provides a comprehensive enterprise view 

covering cross enterprise / enterprise / unit level 

KPIs and benchmark them to industry benchmarks 

such as Solomon

TM Rolta OneView Refineries and Petrochemicals – Sample Business Value Engineering Scenarios 

Rich plethora of 300+ business value scenarios and 1,000+ pre-built analytics for refineries and petrochemicals industry

Gross Refinery Margin

=Gross Refinery Margin is key KPI for refineries: 
TMRolta OneView  has proven its ability to automate 

the entire measures from various systems 

including the mass balance and ERP systems to 

derive the daily GRM instead of a month of semi 

manual exercise done

=This helps the operations team to take real time 

actionable insights to address the key factors to 

optimize the GRM
TM

=Rolta OneView  provides detailed analysis of GRM 

and easy navigation to unit level margins

=It helps to further drill into the coding units and 

contextual breakup of the $ value contribution of 

each of them for the GRM
TM

=This is a unique capability Rolta OneView  has 

proven to large refineries
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Capacity Utilization Analytics

TM
=Rolta OneView  provides comprehensive analytics on 

capacity utilization which is one of the major critical KPI of 

operations

=Utilization of the capacity is the direct indicator of the 

revenue realization and top line growth of the organization

=It needs to be tracked and analyzed in a 360 degree ways 

so that maximum margin can be gained without 

compromising the safety & environment targets and 

compliance

=Plant overview provides the high level key performance 

indices for the particular plant selected along with the 

major failures, worst actors, vibration breaches to 

prioritize the analysis in the right direction

Capacity Utilization - Asset Utilization Loss Categorization

=Analyzing any deviations observed in capacity utilization 

needs to go in a top to bottom approach to identify the bad 

actor in the process

=Loss categorization e.g. planned or unplanned losses, 

losses due to external sources or unaccounted losses 

during each plant utilization analysis provides insights to 

identify the loss category which helps to prioritize the next 

steps to optimize the losses

=In this specific case, the energy efficiency was seen as the 

deterrent which results in fuel and loss that impacts the 

capacity utilization

Energy Efficiency - Fuel and Loss Analytics

=Effective energy management is critical not only from the 

point of optimizing costs and improving profits, but also from 

overall sustainability and corporate social responsibility

=Fuel consumption and tracking the losses is of paramount 

interest in hydrocarbon industry

=Real time extraction of process data along with engineering 

and statistical calculations provides the insights on 

deviations happening within the operations boundary

=The intuitive dashboards enable the process specialists or 

energy accounting team to identify the hot spots within the 

process and drilling down into the equipment which needs 

attentions

=Both historical and real time analysis of the equipment 

operations data provide greater insights into the on going 

trends, deviations and the opportunity for improvement
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Fuel and Loss Analytics – Heaters

=Comparison of equipment of same class or size or 

manufacturer enables the analysis to dig into the 

design basis and finding out the excursions from 

design specifications

=External and internal benchmarking helps to 

analyze and bring new ideas on the floor to reduce 

the losses by improving the efficiency of the 

heaters / boilers burning direct fuel

Fuel and Loss Analytics – Asset Level Consumption 

Analysis

=Specific energy consumption, run-length, actual vs 

design operating parameters, emissions etc. for 

the identified higher energy consuming equipment 

provides all-round analysis for a decision maker to 

take prudent and necessary trade off decisions

=This helps in analyzing the deviations for each of 

the parameter and can conduct the root cause 

analysis as appropriate

Fuel and Loss Analytics –Exchanger Fouling 

Prediction Analytics

=Unmonitored equipment fouling leads to 

breakdown of the equipment resulting in huge 

production losses
TM

=Rolta OneView  has prediction models built for 

instance for heat exchanger fouling to be able to 

proactivity plan the maintenance

=Management can mitigate production losses by 

strategizing maintenance (for one-leg ops.), 

planning procurement activities hence reducing 

expedition cost, etc.

=Operations can benefit by preparing a standby 

equipment, by-pass (in case of exchangers). This 

will help in optimizing and reducing the opportunity 

loss 
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Furnace Performance Optimization

=It is prudent also to optimize the expected behavior of the 

equipment e.g. excess oxygen in a furnace using 

statistical methods based on its past performance, 

operating parameters, stack temperature, fuel quality 

and other trends
TM

=Rolta OneView  data science workbench provides a 

model based optimizer utilizing the real time and 

historical data of operating parameters can be utilized by 

the process engineers for ensuring the operations of 

furnaces optimizing the efficiency and stack 

temperature

=Assessment of green house gas emissions and reducing 

the impact due to critical operational parameters help 

the organization to achieve regulatory compliance and 

operational excellence

=This is critical for the hydrocarbon industry to become 

carbon neutral as per the global initiative for reduction in 

green house emission

0 TMOpX 360  Engineering Fusion with Rolta OneView  

strives for next level of Operational Excellence

TMRolta OneView 's unique engineering fusion provides 

contextual fusion of engineering asset information data 

to operations which results into various value 

engineering scenarios that includes:

=Improved safety

=Improved asset reliability/ efficiency

=Improved productivity

=Improved emission tracking

=Effective condition based monitoring

=Real-time tracking of asset health and process risk

TMEngineering Fusion with Rolta OneView  strives for next 

level of Operational Excellence

TMRolta OneView  engineering fusion provides:

=Rapid time to value with flexibility of tailoring to suit 

comprehensive asset health monitoring

=Automated asset to instrumentation mapping across 

different data sources eliminating inconsistencies for 

effective condition based monitoring

=Maintainable system for accommodating changes 

seamlessly by end user community / reliability 

engineers

=Integrated condition monitoring complying to API 584 

for IOW implementation

=Predictive & prescriptive analysis for focused systems 

or assets generating appropriate alerts
TMRolta OneView  engineering fusion provides detailed 

equipment performance summary which can be analyzed 

with design specs and MOCs in context.
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Chemicals / Pharmaceuticals – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Operational & asset integrity

Capacity utilization

Overall equipment effectiveness

Quality deviations and compliance 

Maintenance and reliability

Real time and predictive asset health/ condition monitoring

Cycle-time analysis

Energy efficiency

Lost profit opportunity

GHG and carbon footprint

Health and safety – PSM

Supply chain optimization

Yield accounting

Improved safety performance

Improved operation efficiency

Proactive planning and control

Maximizing yield

Minimizing quality deviations

Elimination of bad actors

Lower production backlogs

Regulatory compliance

Online process validation

Enhanced planning and coordination

Better incident management

Dynamic reporting of cross plant overall 

equipment effectiveness

Improved process optimization
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TMRolta OneView  Chemicals / Pharmaceuticals – Sample Business Value Engineering Scenarios

Rich plethora of 200+ business value scenarios and 1,000+ pre-built analytics for chemicals industry

0Enterprise 360  for Chemicals Enterprise Performance 

Management

=Batch process of a chemical industry varies with respect 

to various parameters like batch process duration, the 

raw materials used, the process parameters, etc.

=The quality is determined only after the batch is 

complete and sent for sampling. In some cases, the 

batch is off-spec and requires reprocessing (time and 

effort)
TM

=Rolta OneView  for chemicals provides comprehensive 

insights across the operations, assets, M&R, supply 

chain, sustainability and business insights

=The enterprise performance overview focuses on the 

key areas such as overall equipment effectiveness, 

yield, quality compliance, GHG emissions etc.

0Operations 360  for Chemicals Batch Production - Yield 

Analysis

=Yield analysis helps to monitor proactively the batch 

quality at real time and take corrective actions if 

required
TM

=Rolta OneView  provides real time batch production 

yield analytics as well as yield prediction on multi variant 

predictive analytics

=It helps to

=Avoid processing by considering the leading 

indicators

=Optimising the same by varying the manipulated 

variables

=Yield optimisation helps in keeping in line with the 

targets

Yield Trending Analysis

=Yield trending analysis helps to track real time the 

impact of yield with the top influencing parameters

=This helps to find the optimal blend of the parameters 

along with their impact analysis real time in context
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Yield Analytics Online Process Validation

TM
=Utilizing Rolta OneView ’s real time analytics, 

assessment can be done while batch in progress 

to monitor any alerts coming proactively e.g. 

equipment parameter breaches, process 

parameter deviations or quality parameter 

deviations

=This helps the process analysts in online process 

validation and to take suitable action at the right 

time to improve the yield

Yield Analytics Online Process Validation

=During real time monitoring of the process it is 

important to understand the health of each of the 

instrument responsible for controlling the process

=Erroneous measurement from the instruments 

prevents the process analyst for proper analysis

=Any calibration error or missing values can be 

tracked for these instruments on real time basis 

for better monitoring of the process

Yield Prediction – Analytics

=Multivariable impact analysis can be enabled by 

utilizing the advanced analytics capability to 

identify the most influential parameters and their 

impact on yield

=Controlling these parameters in the desired range 

can help to improve the process dynamics in line 

with the desired range
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Process driven Batch Quality Analytics

=Rolta OneView™ provides batch quality tracking 

across each of the process steps of the batch 

process

=Predictive model allows to analyze the quality 

deviation and thereby allowing to make decisions 

on continuing a batch or abandon based on the 

quality deviations

Standards based Automated Regulatory 

Compliance Reporting

=Provides real time - standards based regulatory 

compliance reporting and insights which saves the 

chemicals and pharma industries from them often 

end up paying penalties

=Extracting cross functional real time and historical 

data from multiple data sources provides the 

required reports in the required formats for better 

regulatory compliance

Overall Equipment Effectiveness

=Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) measures 

the overall utilization of facilities, time and 

material for manufacturing operations

=OEE quantifies how well a manufacturing unit 

performs relative to its designed capacity

=OEE breaks the performance of a manufacturing 

unit into 3 measurable components - availability, 

performance and quality
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Power Utilities – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Smart grid management

Locational intelligence

Smart metering analytics

Customer engagement and digital services 

Customer entity resolution

Network monitoring

Asset tracking and performance

Fraud detection

Pipeline integrity

Predictive maintenance 

Self service iot

Digital workforce enablement

Enterprise geo-asset management

Improving of heat rate

Improving the plant load and availability factor

Generation loss tracking

Lowering of auxiliary consumption

Fuel supply / inventory management

Managing unscheduled interchange

Better demand management 

Improving distribution reliability

Reduction of losses (technical & commercial)

Better tracking of pilferage

Analysis of demand / supply gaps 

Analysis of failure scenario with locational 

intelligence 

Improving customer satisfaction

Improve compliance with the regulatory norms

Optimizing cost
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TMRolta OneView  Power Utilities – Sample Business Value Engineering Scenarios

Rich plethora of 100+ business value scenarios and 700+ pre-built analytics for power utilities industry

Power Generation - Heat Rate Optimization

=In case of Heat rate is on alert, one can drill down 

from here to do the root cause analysis from 

various perspectives which will help to take the 

informed decision at the right time

=Heat rate is the representation of the overall plant 

efficiency which has a direct impact on the 

operating margin of the plant

=Since power generation is a regulated business 

which works within the boundary of the power grid 

which supplies electricity to both HT and LT 

distribution network, the real time analytics of the 

plant performance parameters is very much 

critical to manage the dynamics of the supply 

demand gap scenario and provide uninterrupted 

power supply to the grid

=Analyzing Heat rate in different plant load 

conditions along with specific fuel consumption, 

the quality and quantity of the fuel used and the

efficiency of the major equipment e.g. Boiler, Turbine, Condenser etc. with real time and historical data provides correlation analysis of the 

thermal cycle behavior along with the grid parameters e.g. voltage and frequency and ambient conditions e.g. ambient temperature, relative 

humidity and ambient pressure

=Analyzing the deviations from design condition of efficiency of major equipment e.g. Boiler needs dig into the critical process parameters actual 

vs design, loading conditions and efficiency and loss calculation following ASME Standard: PTC 4-1 to find the losses occurring due to poor 

combustion, heat transfer fouling etc. which provide deep insights to take appropriate actions at the right time. Rolta OneView‘s IoT Engineering 

Fusion helps to seamlessly provide design time parameters along with operating conditions

Heat Rate Optimization – Power Generation

=Deviations in the process critical parameters of the 

critical systems e.g. Feed water system which 

feeds the Boiler with Feed water within the defined 

operating range can impact the stabilization of the 

process and hence reduction in the heat recovery 

process. Advanced analytics can be utilized to 

identify such behaviors by using appropriate 

predictive models and helps the O&M team to take 

necessary actions to improve the heat rate

=A model based optimizer utilizing the multivariable 

regression within the process and performance 

parameters is utilized by the Generation planning 

engineers to control the plant operating conditions 

and quality and quantity of the fuel blending to 

optimize the heat rate. This helps in proactive 

planning to take data driven informed decisions to 

optimize the heat rate and hence improve the 

operating margin
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Power Distribution – Distribution Reliability Index Analytics

Real time Reliability Index Analytics

Rolta OneView™ provides comprehensive coverage of analytics across the areas of distribution. With this powerful Industry knowledge model 

based on CIM and standards, it provides deeper coverage with diagnostic and predictive analytics of key complexities and focus areas of digital 

transformation to smart grids and smart utilities for DNOs. Rolta OneView™ helps to drill down to an individual transformer health and act to 

address quickly.
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Water Utilities – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Asset effectiveness

Water quality index

Smart metering analytics

Geospatial asset management

Billing accuracy

Operational cost recovery

Pipeline integrity

Volume of water loss per KM of distribution network per day

Volume of water loss per connection per day

Reliability (operational)

Standard connection compliance

Service coverage

Leakage

Average water supply interruptions

Improved asset utilization

Water quality improvement

Distribution performance monitoring

Real-time analytics on sewerage flooding 

probability

Improving customer satisfaction

Regulatory and pollution control norms 

compliance

Water demand forecasting

Improved visibility of water distribution network

Improved forecasting of reservoir health

Effective pipeline integrity

Digital workforce enablement

Better planning of capex and opex budgets

Environmental compliance
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Real time and Spatial Predictive Analytics for Water 

Network

=Spatial Analytics for Waste Water Network Analysis

=Sewer flooding often occur from extreme rainfall or loss of 

hydraulic in the network. Utility companies have to bear 

extra burden of operating cost in the form of compensation 

to customers and penalties to the regulatory and also do an 

effective digital workforce management for quicker turn 

around. The intuitive Analytics capabilities of Overview, 

enable the decision maker to analyze the behavior utilizing 

the clustering methodology to identify the risk of flooding. 

Real time Spatial Analytics that thematically represent the 

risk area based on the events recorded in the system

TMRolta OneView  Water  Utilities – Sample Business Value Engineering Scenarios

Water Utilities - Asset Integrity -Regulatory Compliance and Safety 

Data Science driven Predictive analysis of Tag and system 

level parameters and embedding in Spatial simulation 

models

 

Rolta OneView™ provides self service analytics scenario 

where the other variables (e.g. rainfall) can be fed by user to 

assess the future state with the changes in those variables 

with respect to time. The solution provides the simulated 

flooding scenario if the problem is not attended in the 

estimated time and provides the flooding severity and the 

volume of customers that will be affected with 3 hours, 6 hours 

and beyond 9 hours from the time the sewer overflowing 

starts. This model will help to assess the severity of the 

situation to all the decision makers involved to take 

appropriate actions.

TMRolta OneView  Asset Insights and workflow automation 

framework automates real time regulatory of assets 

performance, safety and other compliance information 

saving significant cost and time and ensuring the accuracy 

of reporting

Once the bad actor is identified, 360 degree analysis of its 

performance is very much necessary e.g. Maintenance 

history, Consequential losses, MTBF, spares consumption, 

actual vs design parameter analysis, Maintenance cost, 

Failure breakdown analysis. This helps the decision makers to 

take the right decision at the right time to avoid repetitive 

failures and minimize the losses.
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TM Rolta OneView Data Science Workbench provides powerful 

exploratory and diagnostic modeling of leveraging machine 

learning for Smart Metering Analytics

 

Water Utilities are challenged on paying huge penalty on direct 

and indirect losses of water due to customer side leakage. Unless 

a solution that gives actionable insights to determine the real CSL 

leakages to enable workforce to resolve the cost of false alarms 

can be much higher. With smart meters providing loads of data 

per customer, Big data Analytics platforms can provide actionable 

insights through data science driven exploratory and diagnostic 

analytics. Rolta OneView™ has proven this value driver “insight as 

a service” as part of its customer and business insights.

Water Utilities - Smart Metering Analytics

Machine Learning driven Customer Side Leakage Metering Analytics

TMRolta OneView   Asset Insights and workflow automation 

framework automates real time regulatory of asset 

performance, safety and other compliance information 

saving significant cost and time and ensuring the accuracy of 

reporting 

 

Water Utilities are challenged on paying huge penalty on direct 

and indirect losses of water due to customer side leakage. 

Unless a solution that gives actionable insights to determine the 

real CSL leakages to enable workforce to resolve the cost of 

false alarms can be much higher. With smart meters providing 

loads of data per customer, Big data Analytics platforms can 

provide actionable insights through data science driven 

exploratory and diagnostic analytics. Rolta OneView™ has 

proven this value driver “insight as a service” as part of its 

customer and business insights.
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Gas Utilities – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Asset effectiveness

Smart metering analytics

Geospatial asset management

Pipeline integrity

Asset integrity

Digital workforce enablement

Risk-based inspection

Corrosion loop monitoring

Operational integrity

MRO and spare parts optimization

Improved asset utilization

Full regulatory compliance

Consumer analytics

Smart meter analytics

Improved multi-channel customer engagement

Effective emergency incidents management

Improved maintenance and reliability processes

Improved health and safety

Improved asset event tracking

Cost optimization

Effective asset-wise shutdown/ turnaround 

planning
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TMGas Utilities – Rolta OneView o – Customer Insights 360

Smart Metering Analytics Consumption Pattern Analytics

Consumption Prediction Analytics Consumption Variants Analytics

Quality Compliance Root Cause Analysis
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TMBusiness Value Engineering Scenarios & Applications - Transportation – Rolta OneView

SAMPLE BUSINESS VALUE DRIVERS AND 
PRE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

Operational excellence

Roads, Highways and Pavements Safety

Budgeting and Project Planning

Geospatial network management

Maintenance Management

Planning 

Operational Performance

Safety Goals Tracking

Impact index analysis

Transit performance analysis

Worst actor analysis

Traffic congestion analysis

Exceed velocity analysis

Optimize road network utilization

Congestion analytics

Effective maintenance planning and execution

Incident analysis

Improved system reliability

Improved transportation planning and 

management

Better safety

Dynamic route planning

Single window NOC approvals

Minimize environmental impact

Effective budget utilization and project controls

Real-time situational awareness
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TM Transportation – Rolta OneView – Comprehensive Analytics for Planning, Management & Optimization

Transportation Goals - Performance Project Planning - Impact Index Analysis

Infrastructure Conditions Analysis System Reliability - Transit Performance

Traffic Congestion Analysis Safety Analytics
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CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Single source of truth to 
maximize the reliability and 
the relevance of the 
operational data

Monitoring of complete 
business operations, with 
timely insights to take 
corrective actions

Seamlessly integrated 
solution with existing 
investments in cloud based 
infrastructure

Single source of truth for 
decision making

Improved collaboration 
between the field personnel 
and corporate decision 
makers

Reduction of response time 
to events by setting up alert 
systems on particular data

Improvement in production 
planning & supply chain 
optimization

Well performance - real time 
& predictive

TMRolta OneView
Rolta Geospatial 

TMFusion

=Delivered Mysmartview solutions for enterprise-level integration 
and analytics

=Rolta OneView™ platform covering – operations, HSE, financial 
insights, reliability, maintenance, and supply chain

=Interactive Geo-BI dashboards for mid-stream and up-stream 
operations

=Process risk analysis and predictive well analysis for well 
production

=Delivered a scenario / KPI management framework to define & 
operate scenario / KPIs, monitoring them for effective performance 
management

=Provided information aggregation at various levels e.g. reservoir, 
field, wellpad, wells, etc.

=System is integrated with multiple disparate applications like SAP, 
digital oil field, Babble Fish, Documentum, LIMS, incident 
management etc.

 IoT & Advanced Analytics Driving Enterprise — Wide Operational ExcellenceOil & Gas Exploration and Production - 

Largest independent & fastest growing Oil & Gas company in India, part of leading Oil & Gas Conglomerate

Integrated Gas Operations - Operational Excellence for Integrated Gas Operations

World’s largest LNP and integrated gas company with annual production of 42mn+ metric tons

Automation of management 
reportEstablish a foundation for 

enterprise BI program

Solution needs to scale to 
address high volume of data 
and deliver balanced score 
card based analytics in the 
future

Improvement in gap analysis

Self-service analytics

Improve user communication 
with collaboration 

Improved cross- functional 
visibility in business 
functions- operation, 
maintenance and asset

TMRolta OneView

=Enterprise wide analytics for over 1000 users and 2,000+ KPIs

=Operations, assets, maintenance & reliability, HSE, finance, HR 
and projects insights covered for cross-functional insights

=Integrates data from 16 systems across the enterprise to provide 
rich insights into the functions.

=Specific dashboards prepared for the CXO

=Solution implemented in HANA platform for in-memory analytics 
and self-service capability

=Provides enterprise and functional scorecards to facilitate focus 
and informed decisions 

=Provided a KPI management framework to define & operate KPIs, 
and monitoring them for effective performance management

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Case Study 
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Petrochemicals - Big Data Information Management for Operational Excellence

World’s largest integrated petrochemical complex ever built in a single phase located in Saudi Arabia 

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Integrated engineering 
digital AIM system across 26 
facilities 

Foundation system for 
driving operational 
excellence 

Develop state of the art 
enterprise collaboration 
platform for internal and 
external eco system

=State of the art enterprise-wide integrated engineering asset 

information management system

=Complex integration of heterogeneous tech components and 30+ 

applications

=Automated rules driven data quality, validation, transformation and 

ingestion to standards based digital AIM

43D models for 40 operational plants, 8,500 P&IDs and 

underlying data, 750,000+ engineering documents and 

drawings, and engineering information for 500,000+ tags

=Asset integrity model for operational excellence for 40 plants

AIM serving as single source 
of truth for effective 
operations

Improved adherence to 
project schedule

Increased plant production, 
improved asset life cycle, 
and maximized revenue and 
profits

Secure and easy access with 
seamless data exchange 
across the facility

Rolta 
SmartMigrate 

TMSuite for AIM

Rolta Engineering
TMFusion

Rolta Engineering 
Big Data AIM 

TMSuite

Refineries - Real Time and Predictive Analytics Driven Operations Management & Asset Integrity

Fortune 500 petroleum refiner and distributor in Americas operating 5 refineries with a capacity of 43,000 barrels per day

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

TMRolta OneView

=Real time operations management (near real time) to improve plant 
throughput and yield

=Consolidated platform to provide information and analysis

=Automation of daily management information system report

=Integrity operating window visibility of operational KPIs against 
targets and different threshold limits

=Collaborative view of all KPIs from different functions (production, 
reliability, quality)

=Self service BI for KPI creation and dashboard management

=Complex calculated tag creation using Rolta OneView™ 
configuration manager

Real time monitoring of 
process critical parameters 
of refinery processes

Derive meaningful 
actionable insights from 
available data

Generate alerts & 
notifications for KPIs 
breaching different limits 
such as safety, integrity, and 
environment

Better compliance to 
environmental regulations

Real time monitoring of 
process critical parameters 
of refinery processes

Improved decision making, 
plant operations and control, 
plant safety and asset 
reliability, and cost controls

Refineries - IoT and Analytics Solution Driving Integrated Manufacturing & Operation Excellence

One of the world’s largest refinery based in Saudi Arabia with 23 plants and ~400,000-barrel capacity

Rolta OneView IoT 
TMFusion Platform

Rolta OneView 
TMEnterprise Suite

Enterprise wide cross 
functional insights for 
benchmarking of production 
analysis

Role based KPIs and 
alignment with corporate 
KPIs

Real-time analytics for role 
based enterprise 
performance management 

Improved asset reliability, 
production optimization, and 
maintenance forecasting & 
planning

Enterprise performance 
management across 
operations, safety, asset, 
maintenance & reliability

OT-IT integration and real-
time analytics for 
management reporting, 
analytics & control 
requirements

Strengthen decision-making 
process to improve 
operating standards

Automation of morning 
reporting of enterprise 
performance

=Multi-year subscription based solution covering operations, asset, 

M&R, HSE and supply chain analytics

=Real time OT-IT-engineering-geospatial integration of 

heterogeneous systems 

=100+ business critical value applications / scenarios

=1,000+ role based analytics KPIs

=Strategy management – balanced score card

=Automated reporting of daily, monthly plant report - superintendent 

and laboratory reports to drive daily meetings

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES



Helps monitor the current 
health of the transformers

Foresee the replacement 
time of the transformers

Prioritize budget allocation 
for the refurbishment and 
replacement of transformers.

Accurately plan the 
maintenance activity of the 
critical transformers

=Rolta OneView™ for transmission & distribution covering 
Operations, M&R, Customer Service, etc.

=Integrated web portal with powerful geospatial analytics capabilities
=Rolta map console for BI
=Financial KPIs and project analytics
=Fuel purchase optimization scenario
=Heat rate analysis - comparing plant load factor, availability factor 

and heat rate on time scale
=Performance scorecard - current status against organizational 

targets
=Assessing customer impact and causes from revenue losses 

against outages

Solution for effectively 
managing Transmission & 
Distribution businesses 
across large geographies

Integration of Operations & 
Customer Service business 
functions.

Rolta OneView™ 
Enterprise Suite

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES
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Chemicals - First Enterprise Manufacturing Intelligence System in the Region for Specialty Chemicals

World’s Leading chemical company with global customers based in Oman 

Power Utilities - Digital Transformation of Transmission & Distribution Business Through Integrated Analytics 

Leading electricity producer with generating capacity of 58,462 MW, power transmission 

Water Utilities - Asset Integrity and Smart Metering Analytics 

UK's largest clean water and waste player with 15 million customers

Rolta OneView 
TMEnterprise Suite

=Smart metering insights solution was delivered on a platform with 
embedded Data Science Workbench™

=The delivered solution also included advanced analytics including 
diagnostic root cause analysis, predictive analytics as well as alerts 
based on operating limits which help facilitate holistic Insights 
based and timely actions

=Flood forecasting using data science workbench in case of heavy 
rain conditions or/and pumping failures conditions

=AHM dashboard includes maintenance performance, asset 
availability, resource availability, employee competency and 
operational cost 

=Ad hoc analytics covers additional scenarios regional performance, 
employee overtime analysis and technician scorecard

Meet increasingly stringent 
EU Asset reporting norms 

Ability to provide more 
accurate information on the 
location of mains, network, 
and customer side leaks

Deep analytics and 
forecasting of impact on 
their sewage and drainage 
networks 

Improvement in water quality 
thus ensuring customer 
satisfaction

Distribution Performance 
Monitoring

Real-time analytics on 
sewerage flooding 
probability

Regulatory and pollution 
control norms compliance

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

100%

o360

Rolta OneView 
TMEnterprise Suite

=Automated operational excellence KPIs, corporate & departmental 
scorecards and all business critical reports

=Work process automation packs for lost profit opportunity, incident 
management, and sustainability matrix

=OT-IT integration
4~8,600 tags
4SAP ECC6 (with EHP5) ERP – MM, SD, PP, PM, FI, CO, HR, 

operations historian (Honeywell PHD)
4Integrity management system (DNV)
4Excel, SharePoint, Lab IMS and IT system logs

=Overall equipment effectiveness 
=Real time production, consumption (material and energy), 

productivity, and quality data analytics with extensive diagnostics 
analytics drill down capability to plant, asset, or production batch

Achieve excellence in 
business insights by 
enabling cross-functional 
visibility and comprehensive 
info. integration

Discover hidden capacity 
and promoting transparency

Data driven decisions by 
adopting advanced analytics

Improving visibility across 
organization and achieving 
enterprise wide management 
intel

First enterprise wide 
manufacturing intelligence 
system in the region for 
specialty chemicals

information flow with faster 
access, standardized KPI 
definitions and metrics

compliance for PSM safety, 
regulatory compliance, and 
product quality standards

Automated business critical 
reports and self-service BI 
and analytics for over 1,500 
reports and departmental 
dashboards

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES



Improved transportation
planning & management 

Achieve quick and seamless 
NOC approvals through a 
single window solution

Analyze various historical 
and real time data with 
network and providing better 
insights including predictive 
analysis

Highlight geographic 
overlaps of network and 
assets and its impact

Platform to analyze existing 
and predicted traffic 
patterns, mobility rates, 
accessibility and capacity

Improved decision making 
with integrated spatial 
enabled big data analytics

Enhanced citizen services by
going Digital

90% reduction on the 
approvals for building work 
permits, traffic permits 
through single window portal

Sharing of right information 
at right time securely and 
seamlessly within the 
organization and externally

Rolta 
iPerspective™

Rolta OneView™ 
Core

BigData AIM- 
Spatial 

=Real time integration across heterogeneous business systems 

=Centralized geospatial enabled asset information management 

=Big data information security including rapid provisioning and 

cognitive analytics 

=Traffic emission control systems with spatial analytics 

=System reliability – transit performance analysis & infrastructure 

condition analysis

=Data driven, spatially enabled integrated project planning, costing 

and budget approval system

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES
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Business Software - Next-Gen Analytics Solution for Cloud based Human Capital Management

Next-Gen Analytics Solution for Cloud based Human Capital Management

Hi-Tech Semi Conductor Manufacturing - Self Service Analytics for Digital Business

Self Service Analytics for Digital Business

Transportation - Strategic Program for Integrated Transportation Planning and Information Management System 

Independent authority in Dubai responsible for executing transportation and smart city programs

Migration of approximately 
5000 customers from Oracle 
to HANA with no disruption 
to their cloud based 
customers

Validation routines & 
performance benchmarking

Comprehensive monitoring 
through dashboard, 
notification and detailed 
status reporting

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Multi-million dollar recurring 
savings on Oracle annual 
maintenance fees

Ability to meet stringent 
customer SLA throughnear 
zero downtime 

Highest quality bulk 
migration with zero data loss

Exploiting the power of In-
Memory data platform for 
high performance analytics 

=Bulk migration of customers / schemas – single push button 

approach with near zero down time for cut-over

=Automated migration assessment and objects migration 

=Automated bulk “Initial Data” migration and validation with 

“Incremental Data” replication and validation

=Resilient fault tolerant tool with the ability to resume any broken 

migrations due to system of network failures

=Execution of SQL queries in Oracle and HANA and recording 

execution time

=Migration dashboard for granular tracking and diagnostics - by 

customer, database, datacenter

Rolta 
TMSmartMigrate

CUSTOMER OBJECTIVES SOLUTION BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Huge direct savings of AMC + 
indirect savings due to lower 
IT support needs

Enabled consistent reporting 
established single source of 
truth

Business users now 
empowered with self-service 
BI, ad hoc and what-if 
analytics

~ 80% reduction in 
involvement of business & IT 
users

=Successfully delivered a tool-based IP driven BI platform 

consolidation and migration from MicroStrategy and MSBI to SAP 

BO

=Comprehensive program from discovery to roll-out 

=Migrate semantic layer as well as reports / dashboards including 

migration of individual and batch of reports

=Tool driven validation and performance optimization

Enabling Ad-hoc analysis & 
self-service BI across the 
organization

Support advanced analytics / 
what-if-analysis for strategic 
decisions

Rolta 
TMSmartMigrate
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Widely Recognized as a Champion in the Industry by Analysts

Take Advantage of the Disruptive Convergence of Analytic Services and Software, Gartner, March 2017

“These converged offerings typically have a strong "domain" focus — targeting a specific business problem or process or a 

vertical market segment. Examples include SAS' retail analytics, Accenture's fraud analytics platform, and ‘Rolta OneView™’, 

an analytics platform that can be tuned for specific verticals such as oil and gas, petrochemicals and power.”

Rolta OneView™ wins “Excellence in Analytics for Innovative Business Solutions” award by NASSCOM. This award 

recognized for its unprecedented business value by combining the power of IoT, data science and engineering to achieve 

prescriptive analytics for power generation industry. Rolta OneView™ also rated in top right exemplar segment for product 

excellence matrix”

“Rolta has demonstrated its leadership in providing oil and gas industry with innovative solutions that help overcome the 

challenges posed by a volatile and complex environment by leveraging data science and machine learning, to deliver 

spatially-enabled predictive and prescriptive analytics. Solutions such as Rolta OneView™ will play a critical role in 

addressing the challenges faced by asset intensive industries by leveraging the power of predictive and prescriptive 

analytics to strive operational excellence.”

“Geospatial World Excellence Award for Rolta implemented ‘My SmartView’ project at Cairn India.’My SmartView’ is a 

Geospatial enabled Enterprise Business Intelligence and Predictive Analytics for Operational Excellence.”

“Rolta OneView™ satisfies key AIM requirements at every level of the pyramid - Rolta OneView™ helps companies 

overcome key AIM hurdles.”
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Highly Satisfied Customers across Verticals

“Successful implementation of the Engineering AIM System is 
vital to the support and efficient operation of the largest 
complex in the region. We have partnered with Rolta on this 
challenging project because they’ve demonstrated the breadth 
of their sophisticated engineering IT expertise, IP Led approach 
and have proven global delivery capabilities that are required for 
such an important project.”

Program Manager, Manufacturing and Engineering Systems, 
One of the Largest Global Petrochemicals Major

TM“Rolta OneView  solution is very important to us as we wanted 
to ensure transparency in all our business functions and 
wanted to have a system that could assist us with performance 
management of our individuals and departments so that 
collectively we continue to work towards our corporate and 
socials goals and achieve them.”

CEO, Large Specialty Chemicals Manufacturer in Middle-
East

“I am also glad that in spite of many challenges you were able to 
deliver the Projects on or ahead of schedule at exceptional 
quality. I thank you and your team for the hard work, innovation 
and above all can do attitude that you demonstrated to 
complete this project which enables our business users with 
self-service BI.”

Program Sponsor, Large Global Hi-Tech Manufacturer

“Mass migration of customers to SAP HANA was successfully 
completed with the Rolta SmartMigrate™ from Rolta. This is a 
very important step on our path to move customers to HANA 
quickly rather than the one-at-a-time migration that had 
previously been our only available method”

Executive Vice President, Leading Global Cloud Business 
Software Maker

TM“I open this (Rolta OneView ) everyday and am happy with the 
way it is designed. The marketing analytics developed is good 
enough and paid back our investment. I am very happy that we 
delivered it first time in this region.”

CEO and Project Team, Large petrochemical company in 
Middle-East

“We are seeing an increased demand from customers for 
adoption of the SAP HANA platform, and we are pleased that 
Rolta has been able to help us realise the benefits of SAP HANA 
so smoothly. With real-time project performance monitoring, 
project challenges can be identified and resolved faster – which 
can directly affect project performance and corporate 
margins.”

CEO Americas, Leading International Project Management 
Solution Provider

“We are extremely satisfied with the professional commitment 
demonstrated by Rolta technical and domain experts who 
worked closely with our teams in jointly achieving this 
phenomenal success. It is our please to recommend Rolta 
OneView™ enterprise suite for provisioning state of the art 
business intelligence and analytics solution.”

Vice-President, IT, Leading Petroleum Refiner and Distributor

“The Company has leveraged Rolta OneView™ BI/Big Data 
solution covering scenarios of operation insight and customer 
service. The solution has been successfully implemented. We 
are extremely satisfied with the professional commitment 
demonstrated by Rolta's technical and domain experts who 
worked closely with the company’s teams in jointly achieving 
the set goals. It is our pleasure to recommend Rolta OneView™ 
Enterprise Suite for provisioning state of the art BI/Big Data 
Solution.”

Head of Distribution IT Projects

“We have embarked on a journey to implement analytics with this project. This will provide business insights in the area of Production 
Operations, Maintenance and HSE. The key benefits are better decision with greater speed and confidence, A single version of truth and 
simplicity in access to information through cross-functional analytics. I take this opportunity to congratulate Rolta for the successful project 
completion and appreciate the entire Rolta team for their hard work, contribution and support throughout the execution of the Project. It 
was wonderful to observe the level of dedication and collaboration of each team member for the project which actually made a difference. 
Rolta has many advanced technologies to offer to Cairn and I hope to work with you again in another project”

Head of Operations, Fastest Growing Oil & Gas Company in India
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ABOUT ROLTA
Rolta is a leading provider of innovative IP-led IT solutions for many vertical segments, including Federal and State Governments, Utilities, Oil & Gas, 

Petrochemicals, Financial Services, Manufacturing, Retail, and Healthcare. Rolta is recognized for its extensive portfolio of solutions based on field 

proven Rolta IP tailored for Indian Defence and Homeland Security. By uniquely combining its expertise in the IT, Engineering and Geospatial domains, 

Rolta develops State-of-the-Art Digital Solutions incorporating rich Rolta IP in the areas of Cloud, Mobility, IoT, BI and Big Data Analytics. Rolta is a 

multinational organization headquartered in India and the Company’s shares have been publicly traded for more than 25 years in India. 

Corporate and Global Headquarters:

Rolta India Limited
Rolta Tower A,
Rolta Technology Park, MIDC,
Andheri (East),
Mumbai 400 093. India
Tel : +91 (22) 2926 6666, 3087 6543 
Fax : +91 (22) 2836 5992 
Email : indsales@rolta.com

India Offices

Delhi NCR
Rolta Technology Park, Plot #187,
Phase I, Udyog Vihar,
Gurgaon - 122 016.
Tel : +91 (124) 439 7000

Kolkata
501, Lords, 5th Floor,
7/1 Lord Sinha Road,
Kolkata - 700 071.
Tel : +91 (33) 2282 5756/7092

Guwahati
Kanaklata Path, Bye Lane 1
Bharalupar, House No 5 ( 2nd Floor)
Bhangagarh, Guwahati -781005

Bengaluru
Mittal Towers, 'C' Wing,
8th Floor, 47 / 6, M. G. Road,
Bengaluru - 560 001
Tel : +91 (80) 2558 1614/1623

Hyderabad
213-216, 2nd Floor, 3 Block,
White House, 6-3-1191/1/1, 
Kundanbagh, Begumpet,
Hyderabad-500016
Tel : +91 (40) 2330 6806 
 

International Offices

ROLTA INTERNATIONAL INC.

Atlanta
Rolta Center,
5865 North Point Parkway,
Alpharetta, GA 30022
Tel : +1 (678) 942-5000

Arlington
3033 Wilson Blvd,
Suite 700
Arlington, Va. 22201
Tel: +1(571) 303-2599

Boston
164 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, MA 01803
Tel: +1(781) 229-9000

Chicago
333 E. Butterfield Road
Suite 900,
Lombard, IL 60148
Tel : +1 (630) 353-2465

Cincinnati
10260 Alliance Road,
Suite 125,
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Tel : +1 (513) 229-8400

Cleveland
6480 Rockside Woods Blvd S.
Suite 190, Independence,
OH 44131
Tel : +1 (216) 901-1818

Columbus
1103 Schrock Rd.
Suite 100, Columbus,
OH 43229
Tel : +1 (614) 318-0386

Denver
215 Union Blvd., Suite 315
Lakewood, Co. 80228
Tel +1 (303) 953-0132

Detroit
801 West Ann Arbor Trail
Suite 239, Plymouth, MI 48170
Tel: +1 (734) 416-1640

Houston
2020 S Dairy Ashford Drive
Suite 140, Houston, TX 77077
Tel : +1 (281) 829-4832

Nashville
341 Cool Springs Blvd.
Suite 120, Franklin, TN 37067
Tel: +1 (615) 224-8101

Pittsburgh
875 Greentree Road Building 7, 
Suite 790, Pittsburgh, PA 15220
Tel : +1 (412) 920-2341

Rochester
632 Crosskeys Office Park
Fairport, NY 14450
Tel : +1 (585) 223-4050

TORONTO, CANADA
140 Allstate Parkway,
Suite 503, Markham,
Ontario L3R 5Y8, Canada
Tel : +1 (905) 754-8100

ROLTA UK LTD.
100 Longwater Avenue,
Green Park, Reading, RG2 6GP,
United Kingdom
Tel : +44 (0)118 945 0450

EUROPE
Jupiterstraat 96, Pluspoint2,
2132 HE, Hoofddorp, 
Netherlands
Tel: 31 (0)23 557 1916

ROLTA MIDDLE EAST FZ-LLC

Dubai
Office No. 209-214,
Building No. 9, P.O. Box 500106,
Dubai Internet City, Dubai, U. A. 
E.
Tel : +971 (4) 391 5212
Fax : +971 (4) 391 8684

Bahrain
Almoayyed Tower,
21st and 22nd Floor, Building 
2504,
Road 2832, Block 428, Seef 
District,
Manama, Bahrain
Tel : +973 (1) 756 7900
Fax : +973 (1) 756 7901

Oman
KOM 4, Knowledge Oasis 
Muscat,
P.O. Box 60, PC :135,
Muscat, Oman
Tel: +968 (2) 417 0014
Fax : +968 (2) 417 0029

Abu Dhabi
Office 411, Al Hilal Building,
Al Falah Road, Abu Dhabi,
U. A. E.
Tel: +971 (2) 493 0172 /
493 0173
Fax : +971 (2) 493 0294

ROLTA SAUDI ARABIA LTD.

Riyadh
Office No. 601, Al Jawhara 
Building,
King Fahad Street,
P.O.Box 68371,
Riyadh 11527, KSA
Tel : +966 (11) 460 1818

Dammam
Office No.3,
Al Wehaibi Building,
Prince Mansour Street, KSA
Tel : +966 (13) 8345074
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